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The Jewish Holocaust Centre 
(JHC) was the fulfilment 
of a vision by Melbourne 
Holocaust survivors to 

create a memorial to the millions 
of Jews who were murdered by 
the Nazis between 1933 and 1945, 
as well as a centre for education. 
From its humble beginnings in 1984, 
it has grown to become an active 
and internationally recognised 
institution dedicated to combating 
racism, hatred and prejudice. Today 
our work is as relevant as it was 31 
years ago. I would suggest that it is 
even taking on deeper significance 
as the years advance.

Since its inception, there has been a 
tradition at the JHC of co-presidents 
heading the Board. Two of the 
Centre’s founders, Symcha Binem 
(Bono) Wiener and Aron Sokolowicz, 
served as the first co-presidents 
when the Centre opened in March 
1984. When Aron passed away in 
1991, Shmuel Rosenkranz became 
co-president with Bono Weiner. 
After Bono’s death in 1995, Shmuel 
served alone as president until I 
joined him as co-president in 2006.

I have now served as president since 
2007, and am pleased to announce 

that at our Annual General Meeting 
in May this year, Sue Hampel OAM 
was appointed co-president to 
serve with me. Sue is well known in 
the community for her dedication 
and wonderful work in the area 
of Holocaust education. She has 
been a longtime educator at Mount 
Scopus Memorial College and 
Monash University, and established 
the student March of The Living 
in 2000. She has served on the 
JHC Board since 2009, joining the 
Executive in 2013. She became vice-
president in 2013, and it is a natural 
progression that she has now 
become co-president. I am delighted 
that we shall be working together as 
we embark on the next phase of the 
Centre’s development with its focus 
on our building plans.

Whenever I have been away, 
travelling for a period of time, I find 
that I am drawn to the JHC on my 
return. Sometimes I follow a student 
group, just to immerse myself once 
more in the atmosphere of the 
Centre, and I am always in awe of 
the great work of our dedicated staff, 
survivors and other volunteers.

In June I hosted Susanne Olberg, the 
press counsellor from the German 
Embassy in Canberra, at the JHC. 
She had attended the International 
Holocaust Memorial Day event at 
the Centre in January and was so 
impressed that she wanted to return 
for a longer visit. While  showing 
her through the museum, we came 
upon a group of visiting school 
students who had gathered for the 
closing part of their session. Lisa 

Philips, our Director of Education, so 
wonderfully encourages students 
to express their feelings about what 
they have experienced during their 
visit, and I was very impressed with 
their responses. As the session 
closed with the lighting of memorial 
candles by students, Lisa said to 
them: ‘We do this so that you leave 
the Jewish Holocaust Centre with 
hope, not despair.’

Lisa’s words sum up the message 
of the JHC, which we pass on to 
the next generations, to the more 
than 22,000 students who pass 
through our doors annually. For 
students, it is a powerful experience 
to have met our beloved survivors, 
to hear their stories and messages 
of tolerance, and to learn of the 
importance of being upstanders 
rather than bystanders. When I read 
the students’ comments scrawled 
on the big poster set up in the foyer, 
I feel optimistic for the future. These 
students are our hope for the future 
and I feel so proud that their visit to 
the JHC has such a positive impact.

Sue Hampel and I wish you a  
Shana Tova

FROM THE PRESIDENT

Pauline 
Rockman OAM

W hen I was growing 
up in Melbourne in 
the 1950s and 1960s, 
a Holocaust survivor 

was someone who had been in a 
concentration camp, and the stories 
of others who had survived the 
Second World War in places like 
the Soviet Union or Shanghai were 

not widely known. Like others who 
migrated to Melbourne as refugees, 
those who had spent the war years 
in the Soviet Union or Shanghai 
often did not speak of their wartime 
experiences as they were focused on 
rebuilding their lives. However, many 
were also reluctant to speak, as they 
felt that their experiences paled into 
insignificance compared with those 
of the survivors of camps. 

More recently the definition 
of ‘Holocaust survivors’ has 
broadened, and there has been 
recognition that many who were not 
in camps suffered immeasurably. 
Thanks to the research of academics 
like Dr John Goldlust, the stories of 
Polish Jews who survived the war 

in the Soviet Union are becoming 
better known, and we are pleased to 
bring you his insightful analysis in 
this issue of Centre News. A perfect 
companion piece is the beautifully 
written account of her family’s 
survival in Uzbekistan by Dr Maria 
Tumarkin.

We also highlight two young 
authors: Tim Chan, a young man 
who has written a moving account 
of his visit to the Jewish Holocaust 
Centre and his meeting with survivor 
guide Maria Lewit OAM; and James 
Carr, who has documented his 
research on the Jewish experience 
of the First World War. I hope you 
enjoy these and the many other 
articles in this issue.

EDITOR’S LETTER

Ruth Mushin
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Seventy years have passed 
since the end of the 
Holocaust, signified by the 
liberation of the last of the 

labour and death camps in 1945. 
The stories of that terrible event, 
perhaps the most inhumane event 
in history, have been passed on to 
us by survivors over the decades. 
It has been a unique privilege for 
visitors to the Jewish Holocaust 
Centre (JHC) to hear our survivors 
speak of their experiences and of 
their hopes for humanity and for a 
just society. Each of our education 
programs – Hide and Seek for 
the middle years of learning and 
the Nona Lee School Program 
for senior pupils – relies on 
survivors giving testimony of their 
experiences, leading small group 
discussions and assisting with 
museum guiding.

The JHC has commenced planning 
for the time when, in years to 
come, survivors no longer have 
the energy to support the Centre’s 
education programs and to serve 
as guides in the museum. We have 
thus undertaken several programs 
to preserve the voices of survivors, 
including recording testimonies, 
video snippets, interviews and 
voice records. However, keeping 
their voices alive requires more 
tangible support from the 
community. In the Custodians of 
Memory project, a team of guides 
has committed to working with 
survivors to learn their stories and 
pass on the history to students 
and members of the public during 
museum tours. We are also 

discussing further related projects 
to take advantage of the survivors’ 
energies at this time and ‘bank’ 
their knowledge in the community 
in a way that it can be transferred 
from generation to generation. 
We shall keep you posted of these 
developments.

In another development, we 
are nearing completion of the 
federated computer-based search 
project called by its working 
title, ‘Presto’. This project aims 
to make information available 
to school students, members 
of the public and more serious 
Holocaust researchers. Initial 
tests have shown its simplicity in 
searching the Jewish Holocaust 
Centre databases. What is still 
missing is the ability to conduct 
a comprehensive search of the 
Centre’s Testimonies archives. 
This will require the preparation 
of summaries and the technical 
information required to search a 
file for each of the video-recorded 
testimonies we hold. I am currently 
seeking funds for this project. 

The Centre has commenced 
preparations for a capital appeal 
to enable us to build for the 
next generation. Michelle Malet, 
Director of Jewish Holocaust 
Centre Foundation and the JHC’s 
Director of Advancement, has 
begun by reviewing the naming 
opportunities’  policy and 
exploring further opportunities for 
fundraising. Although only at the 
beginning of this important project, 
we are excited about the prospect 
of building an asset to service 
the community for generations to 
come. The next edition of Centre 
News will carry more information 
about this significant project. 

The Shanghai Jewish Refugees 
Museum has worked closely 
with the JHC to present the 
‘Jewish Refugees and  Shanghai’ 
exhibition, which has already been 
mounted  in Europe, the USA and 
Israel. We have been delighted to 

work with colleagues in China to 
bring this special experience to 
Australia. I hope readers of Centre 
News will join others and will 
bring family and friends to visit the 
exhibition to gain a glimpse of the 
life of Jewish refugees who found 
safe haven in Shanghai during the 
Holocaust years.

The Centre has expanded its mode 
of communication over the last 
few years. We now place blogs, 
tweets, pictures and articles on 
social media. The value of this 
method of communication is its 
fast response to events happening 
at the Centre and within the 
community generally. Readers can 
link in to this valuable resource by 
visiting us on Facebook, Twitter or 
Instagram simply by clicking on the 
media icons found on the JHC web 
page or other JHC communication 
outlets. 

The Centre recognises the value 
of volunteers who work in the 
library, archive and testimony 
departments, administration 
section and museum. I was pleased 
that our volunteer survivor guides 
were once again recognised for 
their contribution to the JHC and to 
the community at large through the 
award of Order of Australia medals. 
Congratulations to Sarah Saaroni 
and Willy Lermer, who are regular 
guides at JHC, and to Eva Slonim, 
who has been involved with the 
JHC over the years. 

We recently bade farewell to 
Max Gartner, intern volunteer 
from Austrian Service Abroad 
(ASA) program. Max has been a 
wonderful asset to the JHC and an 
ambassador for the ASA program. 
He has worked in all areas of the 
Centre and leaves with a well-
developed set of museum skills 
to add to his law studies. Max 
will travel to Western Australia to 
undertake further studies and while 
there will complete some work for 
the Centre. I wish Max well in his 
endeavours.

DIRECTOR’S CUT

Warren 
Fineberg
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One of my first tasks as 
Director of Education 
was to create a suitable 
Holocaust program for 

students in the Middle Years (Years 
5-8). The question of when children 
should start learning about the 
Holocaust has been long debated 
among Holocaust educators. Last 
year Israel’s Education Ministry 
controversially introduced the 
teaching of the Holocaust to five-
year-old children. However, Israel’s 
position on Holocaust education 
is naturally different from the 
position of Diaspora Jewish 
communities. With the sounding 
of the siren on Yom Hashoah 
(Holocaust Remembrance Day), 
Israeli children are aware of this 
auspicious day from a young age. 
As a result, it has been decided 
that Israeli educators need to 
provide their young students 
with an explanation that is age-
appropriate. 

In the Diaspora, the teaching 
of the Holocaust does not form 
the basis of national Jewish 
identity, but the dilemma of the 
appropriate level to introduce 
the topic of the Holocaust and 
how it is approached is discussed 
intensively. The National 
Holocaust Centre and Museum 
in Nottingham, England has its 
‘Journey Program’, targeting 
primary-age students, 
and the United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum 
(USHMM) in Washington has 
its exhibition, ‘Remember 
the Children: Daniel’s Story’. 
Both these museums argue 
that primary school can be an 
ideal place to begin discussing 
the value of diversity and the 
danger of bias and prejudice.

With this in mind and the 
experience of the success with 
primary-age children of the Anne 
Frank exhibition in 2013, the Jewish 
Holocaust Centre’s education 
team, together with Jayne Josem 

our Curator, set about devising a 
program that would not traumatise, 
but rather engage young visitors to 
the Centre. 

Reflecting on the appeal of Anne 
Frank, we concluded that her 
diary not only captured the voice 
of this incredibly talented young 
person during her time in hiding, 
but also contained the universal 
themes of prejudice, racism and 
the role of ‘helpers’ such as Miep 
Gies or Bep Voskuijl. These themes 
are important to Middle School 
curricula as students at this level 
develop their sense of who they are 
in this world. Anecdotally, we also 
know through the JHC’s Nona Lee 
Senior Program that exposure to 
artefacts and first-hand accounts 
of survival has a lasting impact. 
Consequently, we decided to 
tap into the amazing recorded 
stories of survival by those who 
hid, mainly the child survivors. 
Thus, the development of our 
Middle Years’ program Hide and 
Seek: Stories of Survival began. 
Like the USHMM, we decided that 
through a study of the Holocaust 
we could provide students with the 
opportunity to explore basic moral 
issues that underpin a multicultural 
and democratic society, examining 
the dangers of prejudice, 
intolerance and racism, social and 
personal responsibility, as well 
as resilience and hope. By way 
of introduction, the program also 
utilises Morris Gleitzman’s book 
‘Once’, a story for young people 
set during the Holocaust with its 
beautiful characterisation of Felix, 
a ten year-old Jewish boy. 

So what does the program look 
like? 

The program uses a constructivist 
model of learning, using hands-
on activities so that students 
build their own understanding 
and meaning. After a short 
introduction, students rotate 
through three activities, exploring 
what it was like to hide physically 
and to hide one’s identity, and 
discovering stories through the 
artefacts in the museum. The 
program ends where students 
connect these activities by meeting 
a survivor who shares his or her 
testimony with them. As with our 
senior program, this is often the 
highlight of the program, borne 
out by comments made by the 
students when asked to respond 
to the question, ’What is one thing 
I’ve learnt about the Holocaust 
today?’

We have been thrilled by the 
positive feedback we have received 
from the teachers and students 
who have participated in the 
program thus far, as reflected in the 
comments below:

A very worthwhile learning 
opportunity which was 
purposeful and left us thinking 
about the significance of 
identity, culture and the 
enormity of the loss of six 
million lives.

Sunshine Primary School

Wonderful! All the educators, 
speakers were brilliant. I 
thought the whole experience 
was fantastic. The students are 
going to take away so much.

Jells Park Primary School

The best measure of a successful 
program is if schools see it as 
worthwhile enough to overcome 
all the obstacles and expense of 
taking students out of school, and 
rebook for a program. Even though 
we are just emerging from the pilot 
phase, it has been gratifying to see 
this happen.

The success of this program would 
not have been possible without 
the amazing team at the JHC and 
of course the wonderful survivor 
guides and other volunteer guides 
who are an integral part of the 
program. Finally, I would like to 
acknowledge the generous support 
of Gandel Philanthropy for enabling 
us to create a lasting program to 
engage younger students with the 
Holocaust.

EDUCATION

Lisa Phillips
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Given the high level of public awareness, 
dramatisation and recounting of the events of 
the Second World War, the complex political 
and military manoeuverings by the Soviet 

Union – as first an ally and then an enemy of Germany – 
and a detailed understanding of what actually happened 
there over the course of the war is not widely known 
outside of specialist scholars, – certainly in the West.

This is even more applicable about the role played by 
the Soviet Union in preventing the Jewish death toll in 
the wake of the Nazis’ ‘Final Solution’ being even higher 
than it was at the end of the war. It may sound strange 
– even a little perverse – but it could be argued that the 
answer to the ‘trick’ question of ‘which world leader was 
responsible for saving the largest number of 
Jews during the Second World War?’ might 
be Joseph Stalin. No one is suggesting that 
Stalin was a philosemite. The reasons that at 
least one and a half million Jews found a safe 
haven in the Soviet Central Asian regions 
of the USSR – Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, 
Tajikistan and surrounding areas, far away 
from the areas of the Soviet Union that were 
under direct attack by Germany – are almost 
entirely because this was in the interests of 
the Soviet government’s wartime policies.

The range of locations, scenarios and 
experiences of Jews inside the Soviet Union 
between 1939 and 1945 and in the years 
immediately following the war, taken as a 
whole, is a very big and incredibly complex story that has 
numerous threads and pathways.

Eighty percent of those 1.5 million Jews were ‘Soviet 
Jews’ who were evacuated by the Soviet government 
very soon after the Germans attacked the USSR in June 
1941. They were evacuated mostly to the Soviet Central 
Asian regions and were part of the general evacuation 
of 10-16 million Soviet citizens out of the European areas 
of the USSR that had come under direct military threat 
from the German invasion. This involved the relocation of 
major war industries, administration, political elites, and 
cultural organisations. 

The focus of my research has been on the other 20 
percent – the several hundred thousand European (mostly 
Polish) Jews who spent the war under the Soviets. What 
we still often fail to grasp about the 200,000–250,000 or 
more Polish Jews who survived in the Soviet Union is that 
they represented around three quarters of all the Polish 
Jews who remained alive in Europe after the war ended. 

Several thousand of them later immigrated to Australia, 
and many made their home in Melbourne.

How did so many Polish Jews end up under Soviet 
authority? Again we need to acknowledge the multiple 
pathways. First is the most well known story – and until I 
began my research I thought it was the only story. Some 
decided to leave German-occupied Poland soon after the 
Germans invaded on 1 September 1939 and move into 
Eastern Poland, the territories that came under Soviet 
control in mid-September as a result of the agreement to 
divide Poland between the Soviet Union and Germany, 
sealed barely a week before the Germans attacked. Not 
always warmly welcomed, the fleeing refugees often 
resorted to various dangerous and illegal strategies to 

enter Soviet-occupied areas. They flocked to 
cities such as Bialystok, Kovno and Lwow, 
usually with few possessions or resources, 
putting a big strain on local resources and 
on the new Soviet administrators, who had 
their own agenda for the populations they 
were now controlling. In the early months 
of 1940 many of the refugees, to their 
complete bewilderment, found themselves 
forcefully deported. The Soviet authorities 
had insisted that if the Jewish refugees 
wanted to remain they must accept Soviet 
citizenship, already imposed on local 
residents. Their other alternative was to be 
returned to German-occupied Poland. The 
majority who indicated that that they wanted 

to go back or refused to become citizens were deported, 
as they were considered to be untrustworthy, or potential 
spies. They ended up in forced labour camps – mostly in 
Siberia and Kazakhstan – in difficult conditions, working 
in forests, mines and other physical work. 

The territory of eastern Poland that came under Soviet 
authority – including substantial parts of Belarus and the 
Ukraine – already had a Jewish population estimated 
at more than one million. The new authorities sought 
to implement a policy of ‘Sovietization’, which included 
arresting and deporting categories of people they 
designated as ‘class enemies’ and ‘dangerous elements’ 
– prominent businessmen, large employers, government 
officials, religious functionaries, military personnel, 
political activists. Among these were tens of thousands 
of Jews who were sent to prisons, penal colonies and 
remote settlements, often in the Arctic regions, Siberia or 
Kazakhstan. Their families too were deported to remote 
‘places of exile’. 

Dr John Goldlust

Out of the shadows: recovering 
the stories of Jews who survived 
the Second World War inside the 
Soviet Union
John Goldlust
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There was another smaller but significant group among 
the Polish Jews – those who accepted or voluntarily 
embraced the reality that they were now Soviet citizens. 
They registered themselves for work inside the USSR, 
learnt Russian, signed up to be trained in trades, enrolled 
in schools or universities and settled reasonably well into 
Soviet life.

When Germany attacked the USSR in June 1941, the 
Soviets granted an amnesty that allowed Poles to reclaim 
their citizenship. This also meant that most, although not 
all, of those in labour camps and prison colonies were 
released and were now free to settle elsewhere, far away 
from the war zones. Almost all chose the Central Asian 
republics, cities like Tashkent, Samarkand, Bukhara, 
Djambul or smaller towns, villages and collective farms. 
Many remained in these areas until the end of the war. 
Some, particularly younger males, later took part in 
military action. The Soviets allowed the formation of a 
Polish Army under General Anders in 1941–42. This army 
of 70,000 included only a few thousand Polish Jews. 
(Many suggest that antisemitism prevented more from 
joining.) The army was allowed to leave the Soviet Union 
via Iran and ironically was later stationed in Palestine, 
where about three quarters of the Polish Jews deserted 
and blended into the local Jewish settlements and towns.

Later in the war, with the Germans retreating, the Soviets 
proposed the formation of a second Polish Army under 
General Berling that consisted of Polish soldiers and 
NCOs commanded almost entirely by Soviet officers. 
These Polish forces played a direct role in the retaking 
of Poland by the Soviet military in 1944 and included a 
higher proportion of Jews than in the earlier army. In 
the process they were involved in liberating a number of 
German concentration camps including Majdanek. There 
were also other Polish Jews – some now ‘officially’ Soviet 
citizens, others not – who were called up and served in 
the Soviet Army.

After the war, the Soviet Union wished to establish 
compliant communist governments in Eastern Europe, 
including Poland. With this in mind they allowed the 
Poles, including the Polish Jews, who had survived in 
the Soviet Union to return to Poland, most arriving there 
in 1946. Around 200,000 Polish Jews, maybe more, 
returned. Up to 50,000 remained in the Soviet Union and 
settled there – another story about which we in the West 
know little. 

In my own research, I have been able to learn much more 
about the day-to-day lives of these Polish Jews from the 
oral testimonies and memoirs that have emerged over 

the past two decades. These first-hand accounts add a 
wealth of small but telling details and provide important 
texture to the experiences that are impossible to capture 
in conventional document-based history writing – and 
invariably yield new insights and understandings. How 
they negotiated border crossings; dealt with guards 
and ‘people smugglers’; coped with deportation and 
imprisonment; interacted with non-Jewish Poles, with 
Soviet Jews, with the various peoples of central Asia 
(including ‘Bukharan Jews’), with Soviet authorities 
(particularly the secret police, the NKVD); details of 
physical deprivations, hunger, disease; their confused 
status (were they Poles or Soviets, Jews or Poles?); and 
much, much more. Each person’s own voice, telling his or 
her own story, yields at least one (often more) especially 
insightful experience, reflection or observation.

Of course many thousands of Polish Jews died in the 
Soviet Union – from disease, from succumbing to the 
difficult physical conditions, from military action, and at 
the hands of the Soviets by imprisonment or execution. 
What struck me was that the common characteristic of 
those who survived was physical movement – sometimes 
self-motivated but more often determined by the political 
authorities who now controlled their lives and destinies.

So for those who moved, the outcomes were the 
following: Most Polish Jews from Eastern Poland who 
were deported as ‘class enemies’ survived; most refugee 
Polish Jews who were deported to labour camps as a 
‘dangerous element’ survived; most Polish Jews who 
accepted Soviet citizenship and moved into the USSR 
proper in 1939 and 1940 survived. But for those three 
million Polish Jews who stayed where they were, either 
in German-occupied or Soviet-occupied Poland, and were 
unable to flee eastward when the Germans attacked the 
USSR in 1941 – only about 50,000 survived.

I believe that only now, after 70 years, with both greater 
access to Soviet and Polish documents and to the words 
written and spoken by those who were actually there, are 
we able to provide considerably more substance to the 
important task outlined by Jewish journalist Mordkhe 
Libhaber, who wrote in 1947:

Hundreds and thousands of Jews returned from the 
Soviet Union, saved from certain death under Hitler. 
A feeling of strong gratitude towards the Soviet 
government, mixed with accusations against it, is part 
of the problem. Many experienced a historical irony. 
They were led to destruction through hard labor in 
the camps where they were saved from death. Many 
found a hospitable asylum in the Soviet Union when 
they escaped hell. We understand the feelings of both 
gratitude and accusation, but neither should prevent 
the important and objective memorialization of the 
experiences in Russia in the years 1939 to 1945.

(Cited in Laura Jockusch and Tamar Lewinsky, 
‘Paradise Lost? Postwar Memory of Polish Jewish 
Survival in the Soviet Union’, Holocaust and Genocide 
Studies, 2010, 24(3), p. 381.)

Dr John Goldlust is a sociologist who is currently 
Honorary Research Associate at the Australian Centre for 
Jewish Civilisation (ACJC), Monash University, Melbourne. 
This is an edited version of the paper he presented at the 
public forum titled ‘The Holocaust and the Soviet Union’, 
held at the Caulfield campus of Monash University in May 
2015. The forum was jointly sponsored by the ACJC, the 
Jewish Holocaust Centre and the Pratt Foundation.
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I ask my auntie what she remembers about their 
time in Uzbekistan. A scorpion on the white wall. 
A scorpion on the white wall of their tiny room 
at Station Malyutinskaya, Gal-Aralskiy District, 

Samarkand Region. The room is adjacent to the clinic 
my aunt’s aunt, Tamara, runs, while my aunt’s mother, 
Faina, takes care first of two, then of three, children. The 
scorpion is monstrous. 

Also: a nice dress made dirty by the nuts she gathered. 
It’s the shells that do the damage. Did Faina, the 
quietly spoken, kind-hearted Faina, have some words 
to say about the stains? My auntie can’t recall. All she 
remembers is the dress – dirty, and vivid. 

Funny the stuff little girls remember – scary bugs and 
ruined dresses...

My auntie was three and a half years old when Germany 
invaded the Soviet Union. The stutter she would have 
through her childhood arrived courtesy of her first bomb 
raid. Messerschmitts bombed a road they were taking 
out of Dubovyazovka, a village in Ukraine’s Sumskoy 
Region, where the war caught them in June ‘41. 

Who is there with my auntie under the bombs? Her 
mother of course, pregnant with her sister, plus her 
aunt, a young doctor recently graduated from the 
Kharkov Medical Institute, plus her aunt’s daughter, the 
little cousin Vera. Women and children. 

Belarusian historian Svetlana Alexievich says that 
when women speak about the war, it’s a different war 
they speak about. ‘Woman’s war,’ she writes in her 
unbearable, luminous book, The War’s Unwomanly 
Face, ‘has its own colours, odours, its own lighting, 
its own sentient space. Its own words. No heroes, no 
extraordinary feats, only people busy with the inhuman 
human task.’

My aunt’s name is Lina. Actually, it is Lenina. She is 
called that after you-know-who. She is born into a 
family of Ukrainian Jews, of Ukrainian Jews who are 
true believers. Born at the end of 1937. The worst year of 
you-know-what. 

They’ve just started evacuating, Tamara, Faina, Lenina, 
Vera… They don’t know where they are going. Kiev, 
where they are from, is already cut off. It’s just the 
beginning, but already Lina has typhus. Her fever is off 
the scale. Tamara doesn’t think she’ll make it. When 
Faina speaks to her sister about getting an abortion – It’s 
the war! How could anyone think of giving birth now? 
Babies are the very last thing people should be having! – 
Tamara says, with a nod to Lina, ‘This daughter of yours 
will probably die. Look at her! You better try to hang on 

to the one in your tummy.’ Faina listens to her sister and 
does not abort my mother.

My mum’s first memory is from the time they are back 
in Kiev – the family returns there some time in 1944, 
after the city is liberated at the end of 1943. My mum is 
two and a bit. She is in a room, lying on a raskladushka, 
a sort of a camp bed, canvas stretched on two poles 
between two crosses. She is near pechka, a Russian 
oven. Pechka makes her feel really hot, and then, all of 
a sudden, she is freezing – it’s another shaking fit – she 
remembers her body going up and down, jumping up 
and down on the bed, flying, levitating.

All four of them got sick with malaria in Uzbekistan. All 
four of them get these shaking chills.

The blanket falls on the floor. My two-year-old mum 
looks down to where it is lying. It looks impossibly far 
away. This is how tiny she is. She is desperate for the 
blanket but there is no way she can reach it. She lifts her 
eyes and sees a rat scurrying across a hall. 

Funny the things little girls remember – busy rodents 
and fallen blankets…

Malaria is why they left Uzbekistan. It is why Faina 
wrote, ‘Save us. We won’t make it here’ to her mother-
in-law and her sister-in-law who were evacuated to 
Chkalov near the river Ural. When the war started, 
Faina’s husband, my grandfather Iosif, became a leader 
of a partisan group in Ukraine. In Uzbekistan Faina 

Maria Tumarkin

A scorpion on the white 
wall: surviving the war in 
Uzbekistan
Maria Tumarkin
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received a notice that he was missing in action – a code 
for dead, but with no identifiable gravesite. The staple 
male death of that war.

By the time Faina writes ‘Save us’– Faina, the least self-
dramatising person who’s ever walked this earth – she 
has long since given birth to her baby daughter. She has 
long since become used to being alone with two kids 
and a baby. Tamara is working day and night. Faina is 
the home front. The baby refuses to be put down and 
Faina has to do all her chores holding my mum in one 
arm. When one of Faina’s arms gets severely burned and 
hangs useless in a sling, she still has to hold the baby 
– with what? a phantom third arm? her teeth? – while 
cooking on bricks of kizyak (dry goat dung) used as fuel, 
while milking an obstinate, hot-tempered goat, while 
bringing water from aryk (an aqueduct in a street) filled 
with dirty water. She does it though. In that war, in all 
wars, people do things that cannot be humanly done.

And they get through typhus too, even through the time 
Tamara – the one with the guts in the family, the one 
who could whip milk into cream – is lying unconscious 
on the floor, for days, weeks, devoured by lice.

Malaria – now, that they don’t think they could get 
through. Not in Uzbekistan.

Akhrihin – the name of anti-malaria medicine. It makes 
your skin mustard-coloured. And the taste – nothing, 
mum tells me, has ever tasted so bitter in her life. 

My mother’s name is Svetlana. ‘Svet’ means light in 
Russian. She is not named after a mass murderer. She is 
her aunt’s first-ever real-life delivery. 

When, after the war, Faina and Tamara speak of their 
time in Uzbekistan – just under two years for Faina and 
the kids, longer for Tamara who didn’t go to Chkalov but 
stayed on till she could return to Kiev – they say, ‘Thank 
God we were together.’ They also say, ‘Thank God 
Tamara is a doctor.’

In Uzbekistan Samarkand was their first point of call. 
They arrived on a train, barely alive. Their first night was 
in a city square, camping alongside countless others. 
They must have slept deep and hard that night, even 
though they were starving and it would have been cold, 
and noisy, and smelly, and utterly, dizzyingly alien. They 
must have slept deep and hard because in the morning 
they discovered that their bag – their only bag – with all 
the money, documents and belongings was stolen. 

At Oblispolkom – the Regional Executive Committee – 
Tamara says, ‘I am a doctor, I have worked as a doctor, 
I am here ready to be a doctor, to help, to work. My bag 
with documents got stolen.’

The men and women of Oblispolkom say, ‘There are 
hundreds like you here, maybe even thousands. The 
so-called doctors. The so-called engineers. All of you 
come to us, all of you ask for a job. Documents. We need 
documents. No documents – no work.’ 

Outside Oblispolkom Tamara thinks it’s all over. She lifts 
her eyes but cannot see anything. Then, as if through a 
fog, she sees a familiar face. At first she cannot work out 
how she knows this man. Then she remembers – he is a 
professor at the Kharkov Medical Institute, her teacher. 
In class he would always make her feel like he noticed 
her diligence and hard work. 

Tamara says, ‘Do you remember me?’

Professor says, ‘I didn’t recognise you at first. You’ve 
lost your good looks.’

Her face is red and wet and swollen with tears. 

The professor is the first of their saviours. He verifies 
Tamara’s identity. Organises for the Samarkand 
Regional Executive Committee to dispatch her to Station 
Malyutinskaya where a medical punkt is sorely needed. 
Trains with the wounded travel through the station, stop 
there. The professor organises for Tamara, Faina and the 
kids to be driven to their destination.

An empty mud hut. Nothing in it. No medical 
equipment, no medication, no furniture. The only way 
to communicate is through a teletype machine at the 
station. 

Akhmatova, who was evacuated to Tashkent from 
Leningrad, who too fell into deep typhus delirium, who 
screamed in her delirium, ‘Strangers everywhere’, wrote 
famously that in Uzbekistan she learned what human 
kindness was.

The truth, we know, is almost always more complicated. 
Human kindness lives in close quarters with prejudice, 
indifference, fear, hatred.

Tamara is assigned a nurse and a medical orderly from 
the local population. The orderly is the second of their 
saviours. The nurse wishes Tamara dead.

The orderly has three kids of her own. Her husband is 
in the army. She has some goats at home, a fruit and 
vegetable garden. She admires Tamara. Feels for Faina. 
Pities the kids. Brings them food. Asks Tamara where 
she studied to become a doctor, for how long. She wants 
to be a doctor too. A woman doctor. 

The nurse loves it when Tamara gets sick. The sicker, 
the better. Here is her chance to be in charge, to show 
everyone that Tamara is expendable, not needed. 

These two women are the truth about Uzbekistan, the 
truth about what it was like to be a Soviet Jew or a 
Polish Jew there during the war. For every orderly, there 
is a nurse. For every nurse, there is an orderly.

Tamara’s real name is Sarah. Faina’s real name is Ferga. 
I remember as a child in the early 1980s coming across 
old letters addressed to Ferga Berkovna and wondering 
who this Ferga was. I remember the ground shifting 
under my feet ever so slightly when I understood that 
this was my grandmother. I can trace the beginning 
of my education about my family, my people, to that 
moment.

They survived – Tamara-Sarah, Faina-Ferga, Lina–
Lenina, my mum. My grandfather Iosif survived too. 
By miracle, he came to find his family in Chkalov. He 
literally walked down a street one day and bumped into 
his mother. Like Tamara bumped into her professor in 
Samarkand. 

Each survival in my family was predicated on a miracle. 

Each Jewish survival in the Second World War is 
predicated on a miracle of one kind or another.

Dr Maria Tumarkin is a cultural historian and author 
who was born in Ukraine and immigrated to Australia 
with her family at the age of 15. She told this story in 
May 2015 at a public forum titled ‘The Holocaust and the 
Soviet Union’, held at the Caulfield campus of Monash 
University, Melbourne. The forum was jointly sponsored 
by the Australian Centre for Jewish Civilisation, the 
Jewish Holocaust Centre and the Pratt Foundation.



T he Jewish Holocaust Centre is presenting the 
travelling exhibition titled ‘Jewish Refugees 
and Shanghai’, created by the Shanghai Jewish 
Refugees Museum. This museum, located in the 

former Ohel Moshe Synagogue in Shanghai’s historic 
precinct, has played a significant role in educating 
local and international visitors about the unique story 
of Jewish refugees in Shanghai. From 1933 until 1941 
Shanghai opened its doors to over 18,000 Jewish 
refugees fleeing persecution and war in Europe, 
transforming the city into an ‘open city for Jews’ at a 
time when much of the rest of the world was closed to 
them. 

This travelling exhibition has given communities around 
the world an opportunity to learn about this significant 
but little-known story of Jewish immigration and 
settlement. It features an historic overview with many 
photos, as well as the stories of ‘Shanghailanders’ 
who escaped Europe and made Shanghai their 
temporary home. Some Shanghailanders later moved 
to Melbourne, and several of their stories feature in the 
exhibition.

The JHC also has items in its collection relating to the 
Shanghai experience. These include material donated 
by the estate of Leopold and Debora (Ella) Wozassek, 
who came to Shanghai from Vienna, material relating 
to Dawid Frajgman who came from Warsaw, and items 
from the Pulvermacher (now Pulver) family from Berlin. 
Some local Shanghailanders have also loaned us 
material to put on display, to complement and enhance 
the information provided by the Shanghai Jewish 
Refugees Museum.

Fred Antman, who is featured in the exhibition, provides 
insight into the Jewish experience in Shanghai. In his 
memoir titled A Tale of Three Cities: Berlin, Shanghai, 
Melbourne, he writes:

Life for us was tough but bearable, unlike that of our 
brothers and sisters in Europe who had so much to 
endure... it is only fair to mention our gratitude to 
the solidarity of the Chinese people who stood by 
us during those dark days, under the threat of death. 
They shared our hardship with compassion and 
friendship, despite the fact that they had just survived 
a terrible war with Japan that had inflicted frightful 
atrocities upon them. Perhaps as a result of their 
shared troubles, the Chinese people and the European 
immigrants formed a common bond, lived together 
in harmony, and warmed to each other. We surviving 
Jews of the Hongkew Ghetto will always be thankful 
to the Chinese people for treating us as equals and 
as human beings. The wartime experience we shared 
with the Chinese people in Shanghai made us all 
aware of the love and respect that had developed 
between us. Our cultures, family ties and friendship 
will remain ‘rock solid’ for as long as we live.
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JHC hosts 
Shanghai 
exhibition

Horst Eisfelder was born in Berlin in 1925. When Hitler came 
to power in 1933, Horst’s parents decided to flee, but after 
failing to gain entry into Argentina and Australia, Shanghai 
was the only place left for them to go. The family left Berlin 
in October 1938, just after Horst’s bar mitzvah. They began 
to rebuild their lives in Shanghai, establishing the successful 
Café Louis. Life became more difficult in 1941 when the 
Japanese occupied parts of Shanghai that were not already 
under their control. A ghetto for Jews was established in 
1943 and two years later, the Allied bombing raids caused 
great destruction. Horst and his family survived unscathed 
and migrated to Australia in 1947. Horst took meticulous 
notes and wonderful photographs to record his life in exile. 
This is his description of the family’s arrival in Shanghai.

W hen, on the morning of Thursday 24 
November, as the Conte Verde steamed up 
the Whangpoo River, we gained our first 
glimpse of our future hometown, were 

we surprised! We had a vague notion of what Chinese 
architecture looked like, taken from such reliable sources 
as the ‘Willow Pattern’ tea set. What we expected to 
see were small huts with swept up roofs, bamboo or 
mud-brick walls. What we saw instead looked more like 
a miniature version of Manhattan  – skyscrapers larger 
than any we had seen in Europe! It seemed unbelievable 
that this remote corner of the globe had been touched 
by an American influence yet to reach Europe. We were 
pleasantly surprised to see such evidence of Western 
civilization.

As our taxi made its way past the big buildings of 
the ‘Bund’ (an Indian term meaning embankment), 
Shanghai’s best-known street along the waterfront, we 
pondered the magnificent accommodation we were 
being taken to. As the driver crossed Garden Bridge, 
a large bridge spanning the Soochow Creek, the cab 
was forced to slow to a halt in front of a small sentry 
box positioned halfway across. A dwarfish figure of a 
Japanese soldier appeared from the sentry box and 
barked: “Pass neezzanee (show your passes),” causing 
the Chinese driver to bow as low as he could while 

holding up some kind of 
document. The soldier 
peered at us foreigners 
and, with a growl in 
his voice, indicated our 
vehicle could proceed.

We had now 
entered that part 
of the International 
Settlement north of the 
Soochow Creek, a creek 
perhaps twice as wide 
at the Yarra River in 
Melbourne. This section 
of the International 
Settlement formed 

Arriving in Shanghai, November 1938
Horst (Peter) Eisfelder

Photo: Horst  Eisfelder
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the Japanese defence sector and had been used by the 
Japanese as a base for their 1937 invasion of China. 
During the fighting, as China tried to expel the Japanese 
from this bridgehead, large sections of this part of the 
International Settlement were laid waste. Although 
foreign-owned wharves and warehouses behind high 
walls along the riverfront had largely been spared, very 
little else remained. However, there was an isolated 
house here and there, and the occasional cluster of 
houses only slightly damaged and made habitable again. 
As we now drove on into the night along unlit streets, all 
we could make out of this desolate expanse were shells 
of burnt-out homes, shops and the skeletons of factories. 
We saw very few people.

As we drew closer to our destination, the driver indicated 
he could not find the address, ‘125/3 Wayside Road’, 
we had given him. Due to the fighting, burning and 
looting some twelve months earlier, few street signs 
or streetlights remained to guide us, and houses rarely 
displayed numbers. In short, we found ourselves amid a 
wilderness of ruins, in a strange city, in an even stranger 
land, lacking a common language with the driver and in 
almost pitch darkness. In spite of our predicament, I had 
great confidence that my parents would find a way out.

Suddenly out of this darkness a towering figure 
loomed, turbaned, with a flowing black beard, dressed 
in a uniform and carrying a huge electric torch. He 
was an Indian Sikh and member of an elite unit of the 
International Settlement’s Police Force. His unit was 
housed in barracks undamaged by war, a magnificent 
multi-storey apartment house not far from where we 
were stranded. He was both courteous and helpful, 
quickly locating our new home in a little lane off the main 
street.

As we drew up alongside the house, we saw a small 
Russian Church to our right and to our left, a fairly 
respectable three-storey house similar to many found 
in London. An elderly Russian lady, who had obviously 
been expecting us, greeted us at the door with a flood 

of Russian words. Like so many of her compatriots who 
had fled ‘Mother Russia’ around 1917, she considered her 
sojourn here in China a purely temporary arrangement. 
She, and thousands like her, lived in the few remaining 
houses of Hongkew, as this part of town was called, 
ready to leave at short notice and return to Russia.

Our new landlady led us upstairs to a room on the second 
floor that was to be our home. It was sparsely furnished 
but still roomy, about 4 m by 7 m and had large windows. 
It also had a fully enclosed veranda, virtually another 
room, perhaps 4 m by 2 m in size. It was late evening 
when we arrived and what was perhaps more important 
than our immediate surroundings was the thought of 
food. We had eaten our last meal on board the Conte 
Verde very early that morning and we had nothing edible, 
nor any crockery, cutlery or kitchenware of any kind in 
our small suitcases. Still, rescue it seemed was not too 
far away.

Mr Schönfeld, who lived with his family in the room 
below, escorted us to a small Russian general store in 
Wayside Road, which in later years became part of the 
commercial hub of the Ghetto. We purchased soap, 
towels and a few other odds and ends, before proceeding 
on, under Mr Schönfeld’s guidance, to a Russian 
restaurant known as The Olympic. It was nestled among 
a long line of more or less roofless and floorless shops. 
Here our spirits were revived by a plate of borsht, a 
traditional Russian soup made from red-beets, potatoes, 
cabbage, meat and a final addition of fresh cream. This 
was followed by a big tureen filled with frankfurters 
floating in pink hot water and a generous helping of 
potato salad. To quench our thirst we drank kwass, a 
Russian lemonade supposedly made from fermenting 
bread.

On returning to our quarters, we finally began to take in 
the scene around us. It was cold and wintry, a situation 
made even more difficult as we had no bedding or much 
in the way of spare clothing. We covered ourselves with 
everything we had, from overcoats to raincoats, and 
managed to settle down for the first night in our new 
home. Yes indeed, as they had told us in Berlin, Shanghai 
was colder in winter and warmer in summer! In time we 
would experience summer shade temperatures in excess 
of 33ºC with very high humidity as the rule rather than 
the exception. But for now, winter brought the mercury 
down to hover around freezing point, snow would fall and 
sometimes remain on the ground long enough to form 
a white mantle. Having so little to rug ourselves up in, 
and no means of heating our room, our first few nights 
in Shanghai fell well short of the tropical golden beaches 
we had expected to find.

This is an edited extract from Horst (Peter) Eisfelder’s 
memoir Chinese Exile: My Years in Shanghai and Nanking, 
published by Makor Jewish Community Library, 2003.

Arriving in Shanghai, November 1938
Horst (Peter) Eisfelder

Photo: Horst  Eisfelder
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Constance Koster’s extraordinary 
acts of courage honoured by the 
Jewish Holocaust Centre

The extraordinary 
acts of courage of 
94-year old Dutch-
born Melbourne 

resident Constance Koster 
were marked by the Jewish 
Holocaust Centre (JHC) at 
a ceremony of recognition 
held at the Centre in May. The 
ceremony was attended by 
The Netherlands Ambassador 
to Australia, Her Excellency 
Mrs Annemieke Ruigrok. 

As a young woman serving 
with the Dutch underground 
in Nazi-occupied Amsterdam, 
Constance Koster saved the 
lives of Jewish children for 
several years until late in 1943 
when she was discovered by the Gestapo to be working 
for the underground and was forced to flee.

Her extraordinary acts of courage involved caring for 
and transporting Jewish infants and children to safe 
homes where they were ‘adopted’ by Dutch families, thus 
avoiding the horrific fate of their parents and siblings.

The Jewish Holocaust Centre has been gathering 
information for the past three years about the inordinate 
courage of Mrs Koster, and has presented the information 
to Yad Vashem, world centre for documentation, research, 
education and commemoration of the Holocaust, based in 
Jerusalem.

In what can only be deemed to be a bizarre stroke of fate, 
Melbourne resident Ena Lewis-Krant met Constance 
Koster to interview her for a Dutch radio program. It was 
during this meeting that they realised that Ena was one 
of the children for whom Mrs Koster had risked her life to 
save during the war.

The vote of thanks at the ceremony was delivered by Joe 
de Haan. He said:

I consider it a great privilege to be given this 
opportunity to say a few words on the occasion of 
honouring Constance Koster, a great lady, who played 
such a major role in saving the lives of so many 
children during the Second World War.

My name is Joe de Haan. I was born in the Netherlands, 
in Amsterdam. I am also a Holocaust survivor, and 
if it was not for such brave people like Constance, I 
would not be here today. Members of my family were 
not so fortunate: they perished at the hands of the 
Nazis. My life was saved by very brave Dutch people 
like Constance – people who did not hesitate to save 
thousands of other Jewish people during the terrible 
war years, when finding hiding places was extremely 
difficult and the danger of betrayal ever-present.

Four years ago, during a 
family visit to the Netherlands, 
I went back with members of 
my family to the farm of the 
Rosier family where I was 
hidden for over one and a half 
years. I was accompanied by 
my son, Michael, my daughter 
Judy and her husband, 
Bentley, and by Ypie Rosier, 
the granddaughter of the 
farmer. At one stage my son, 
Michael, asked Ypie: ‘What 
made your grandfather and 
his family take my dad into 
their home and hearts, given 
the huge danger involved in 
helping a Jewish person?’ 
Ypie replied to Michael’s 
question, saying: ‘Because 

it was the right thing to do.’ That is why the Rosier 
family was honoured by Yad Vashem in Jerusalem as 
Righteous Among The Nations.

Constance – during those terrible dark years of the 
Nazi occupation you stood out like a lighthouse during 
a very dark and stormy period. We at the Jewish 
Holocaust Centre would like to express our gratitude 
to you and to present you with a small token of our 
appreciation.

Constance, Namens zoo veel Nederlandse mensen 
die door Uw bijstand het leven hebben gered, zeg ik 
vandaag mijn oprechte dank en presenter U hierbij 
deze Shard namens het Joodse Holocaust Centre. 

Presented to Constance Koster in recognition of 
extraordinary acts of courage in saving the lives of 
Jewish children during the Holocaust. 15 May 2015

The shard is inscribed with a quotation from the 
Talmud – the writings of the ancient rabbis – which 
reads: ‘Whoever saves one life saves the world’.

(l-r) Constance Koster and Her Excellency Annemieke Ruigrok

(l-r) Constance Koster, Bep and Herman Gomperts
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We were privileged to attend the Twelfth 
Meeting of the International Association of 
Genocide Scholars (IAGS) held in Yerevan, 
Armenia in July 2015. The IAGS conference, 

titled Comparative Analysis of 20th Century Genocides, 
was located in Armenia in the centennial anniversary year 
of the genocide of the Armenians in Anatolia. This added 
a sense of gravitas 
to the conference, as 
well as providing a 
great opportunity to 
learn and discover 
new insights relating 
to what is referred to 
as the ‘first genocide 
of the twentieth 
century’. The 
Armenian genocide 
has significance 
for the Holocaust 
because, as we now 
know, it provided Hitler with a template for his campaign 
against the Jews in Europe.

The opening event began with a moving address by Serzh 
Sargsyan, President of the Republic of Armenia. From 
then on, the program comprised a range of presentations, 
seminars and discussions on all aspects of different 
genocides, and it was fascinating to learn what academics 
and practitioners from across the globe are researching 
and studying. Topics ranged from whether genocide 
and mass atrocities can be predicted; gender and sexual 
violence during genocide; addressing Holocaust denial; 
investigating perpetrators of genocide; and the role of 
memorials, memorialisation and bearing witness.

An interesting presentation from Polish educators Jakub 
Niewinski and Michal Romanowski outlined school 
projects they have initiated to enable students to engage 

actively with the difficult histories of their towns by 
exploring personal stories of people who lived through 
those times. Their aim is to make the students better 
connected and more empathetic to human rights’ abuses 
by researching and discovering local stories.

A highlight was the workshop run by Leora Kahn (‘PROOF: 
Media for Social Justice’, USA) and Willhemina Wahlin 
(Charles Sturt University, Australia) on ‘Designing Truth: 
Visual Stories of Genocide and the Museum’s Role’, which 
focussed on the importance of design and platforms in 
communicating messages about genocide to a wider 
audience. An excellent example of this could be seen 
throughout Yerevan, with brilliantly designed posters to 
highlight the 100th anniversary of the genocide. 

Jayne Josem presented a paper titled ‘Genocidal 
Resonance: Could an Australian Aborigine Sense the 
Oncoming Holocaust in 1938?’ Her presentation focussed 
on the Australian Aborigines League protest to the 
German Consul in Melbourne against Kristallnacht in 
1938. The paper explored the history of the treatment 
of indigenous people in Australia and how the Nazi 
persecution of Jews in the 1930s led William Cooper to 
stand up to what was a precursor to more heinous crimes 

against the Jews.

The Conference also 
arranged buses to 
enable participants 
to explore Yerevan 
and beyond. Tours 
were organised to 
Echmiadzin Cathedral, 
the ‘mother church’ 
of the Armenian 
Apostolic Church; 
Garni-Gerhard, the 
site of a medieval 

monastery carved out of a mountain and surrounded by 
cliffs; and Musa Dagh, the memorial built to recognise 
the defenders and fallen heroes of resistance during the 
Armenian genocide. 

The most memorable experience was the visit to the 
Tsitsernakaberd Memorial Complex dedicated to the 
victims of Armenian Genocide, a powerful monument, 
where all conference participants placed flowers around 
an eternal flame and stood for a minute silence to 
remember the victims. The newly renovated Armenian 
Genocide Museum-Institute allows visitors to learn and 
understand the deep roots, causes and dynamics of the 
genocide. It was important to view the comprehensive 
array of photos and artefacts related to this tragic history.

Sue Hampel OAM is Co-President of the Jewish Holocaust 
Centre. Jayne Josem is Curator and Head of Collections at 
the Centre.

Comparative Analysis of 20th Century 
Genocides: a conference held in 
Yerevan, Armenia
Sue Hampel OAM & Jayne Josem

Sue Hampel OAM (c) with conference participants at the 
Tsitsernakaberd Memorial Complex

Posters highlighting the 100th anniversary of the Armenian genocide
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Hope springs eternal 
Tim Chan

I am the youngest of four siblings in 
an Australian Chinese family. Born 
in Melbourne, I was diagnosed with 
autism at the age of three. I lost speech 
at 14 months and have not regained 
it, despite early intervention, speech 
therapy, intensive behavioural and 
other educational programs. At the age 
of ten I learned to type with support 
on a voice output device at the DEAL 
Communication Centre. This has been 
my mode of communication since. I 
have just turned 20 and live at home 
with my family. Since finishing high 
school 16 months ago, I have been 
involved with a transition program in 
gardening. Currently, I am proud to be 
an ambassador for the I Can Network, 
an organisation working to drive a reconsideration of 
autism, and a member of the Steering Committee at 
Youth Disability Advocacy Services, both of which provide 
opportunities to connect with other young people. I would 
like to work as an advocate as I have experienced the 
differences support and advocacy can achieve.

It was a bleak winter’s day, overcast with rain-laden 
clouds, and the cold finding a way through my 
woollen jumper and overcoat. A flame stood at the 
entrance of our destination, resembling the larger 

eternal flame at the Shrine of Remembrance, as Mum 
and I wended our way to the Jewish Holocaust Centre. 
Part memorial, part museum, we entered and were 
given a kind welcome by Michael Cohen, the Director of 
Community Relations, who had arranged a meeting for 
us with Maria Lewit, a Holocaust survivor.

I could find no better example of resilience than those 
who had gone through the Holocaust, who had lost 
family and loved ones, who had witnessed and been 
subjected to extreme discrimination, deprivation and 
the constant threat of violence, deportation and death. 
I wish to learn their secret – how were they able to go 
through such horror and the extremely dehumanising 
treatment, what gave them the courage to live on, what 
kind of perspective of the world and of people would 
emerge after such unspeakably traumatic experiences. 
From a different angle, how would we fare under similar 
circumstances and how would we measure ourselves 
against such extraordinary courage and heroism with our 
more mundane challenges? Moreover, with my writing 
aspirations, to be meeting Maria, a literary giant with a 
reputation as an acclaimed author and poet, is nerve-
wracking to say the least. That I was jittery would be an 
understatement.

I need not have worried. With the help of a cane, Maria 
walked in with firm steps. She was slightly built, but 
radiating such kindness and warmth that made her 

appear larger than her diminutive frame. She put us 
at ease from the moment she came and made us feel 
thoroughly welcome. First of all, she said she had turned 
91 a few days previously, and when she was informed 
by Michael that we would like to meet and talk with 
her, she told him that our meeting was her birthday 
present. Throughout this meeting, whenever I became 
overloaded, needing to lay my head down, or to lie 
down on the floor, she enveloped me with concern, 
understanding and respect.

Maria had taken pains to bring memorabilia of the past, 
including photos of herself as a toddler, and as a child 
with her older sister, another one of her mother, and of 
the park in Lodz, Poland, where she was born, as well as 
a drawing, sketched by her architect son, of the house 
in which she was hidden during the war years. There 
were stairs leading to the cellar where they hid, and in 
the front were rabbit hutches. The Nazis had dogs that 
were used to sniff out refugees, and the rabbits served 
as legitimate excuses for the barking of the dogs, stark 
reminders of the dangers of discovery. Maria also 
brought a book she wrote, Just Call Me Bob, written for 
young people who have difficulties with reading, and 
gifted this to us because it was out of print. In this book 
she slipped her poem, ‘Smugglers’, written about the 
process of disembarking and going through immigration 
and customs when first migrating to Australia. I had read 
this poem before we met, and the furtive and almost 
illicit feel about the piece had resonated with my own 
feelings of being a fringe dweller in a society consisting 
in the majority of able-minded and able-bodied people. 
Meeting Maria, I was struck by the contrast between her 
outward appearance of respectability, conventionality 
and calmness, and her insights and depth which hinted 
at a familiarity with more weighty issues, the darker 
side of existence that would ‘leave a trail of unsuspected 
contraband’ of ‘the heavy cargo of our past’. 

The protected and privileged childhood years of Maria 
ended in 1939 when she turned 15, with the invasion 

Tim Chan and Maria Lewit OAM

Photo: Joe Lewit
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of Poland by the Nazis. Almost overnight, the situation 
became extremely dangerous for Jews. Antisemitism 
was rampant, and Jews were not allowed to be on the 
main streets, to go to the theatre or library, or participate 
in recreational or pleasurable activities. Maria said that 
schools were forbidden to Jewish children and teachers 
who had Jewish students faced the death penalty if 
found out. Even doing something routine, such as 
crossing the road, could get you shot. With my own 
comparatively mild version of discrimination, there was 
at least a veneer of benevolence attached. ‘Tim would be 
unable to do a 20 kilometre bike ride that is compulsory 
at the school camp; sorry but we think he would not be 
ready to go to camp.’ Or ‘We have no resources at the 
school for training staff to facilitate his typing; perhaps 
enrolment at the special school would better meet his 
needs.’ However, for the ill-fated Jews of Nazi-occupied 
Europe, the bitter pill of discrimination was not even 
sugar coated; they had to swallow the daily doses of 
continual mocking, baiting, humiliation, as well as every 
conceivable danger to life and limb. Maria’s father, who 
always had time to read through her school work and 
have talks with her, was kicked to death by a Nazi early in 
the Second World War, and his funeral procession was 
pelted with rocks and mocking cries of ‘Down with Jews. 
One less, good riddance.’

I wonder how any person could take the extreme 
dehumanisation meted out to the Jewish people 
in Europe under Nazi Germany and stay sane. In 
my experience, constant belittlement and lack of 
acknowledgement reduced me to a state of fear and 
anguish. I was always on the defensive, angry with 
those who looked askance at me, yet angrier at myself 
for being an apology of a human being. Watching 
Maria’s equanimity in recounting the terrible wrongs 
done to her and her family, I felt tears sting my eyes 
as her compassion and humanity washed over us 
with every word. What moved me deeply were her 
refusal to become bitter and her steadfast faith in the 
inherent goodness of the human race. Is this the secret 
to happiness then, a stubborn belief that things will 
work out and tomorrow will bring a new day and a new 
beginning?

Ultimately, what enabled Maria to live through this 
terrible time? She emphatically stated that because there 
was no other choice, she had to find a way to lighten 
her burden with any means available. Unlike those less 
fortunate, her mother, sister, and other members of 

the extended family were with her. Through the daily 
terror of family and friends disappearing, harassment, 
beating and persecution of Jews everywhere, she willed 
herself to find reminders of hope, a beautiful vista of the 
sky, the patterns of nature, and other things most of us 
take for granted, like the songs of birds or a nice table 
setting, the semblance of normality. If only I had half 
as much courage to withstand the onslaught of attacks 
against my differences, mostly by ignorant people too 
busy with their own agendas of upholding the reputation 
and high achievement of a school famed for academic 
performance, which I would sully with my lack of speech 
and autistic mannerisms. 

I think that from her traumatic war experiences were 
born the relentless drive to find hope in every situation, 
her courage and instinct to keep going. These fortified 
her resolve to migrate and rebuild a second life in 
Australia after the war. With her strength, intelligence 
and the link provided by her husband’s second cousin, 
she forged a new life. It must not have been easy. 
Uprooted and without a working knowledge of English, 
although she speaks French and Russian in addition 
to her native Polish, Maria took classes at the Council 
of Adult Education. Her writing indicates not only a 
proficient command of English, but also an outstanding 
and eloquent skill to use language to portray the complex 
social, political and emotional landscapes of what she 
had gone through. Working as a volunteer at the Centre 
for the past 26 years, Maria gave us a short guided tour 
focusing on the displays which showed the photos of 
her family and friends. Her new life must have been 
remarkable because, as she told us in her modest way, 
she was awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) 
some time ago for her services.

We felt very lucky to meet a truly inspiring person 
in Maria as we departed with many gifts from this 
memorable meeting: her amazing story, poem and 
book, as well as her autobiographical novel of the war 
years, Come Spring, which she bought from the Centre 
bookshop especially for us, inscribed, ‘To Tim, with Best 
Wishes, Maria’, and most of all, her indomitable spirit 
of resilience and hope emblazoned in my mind. I felt I 
could hold up my head now, embraced as a fellow human 
being by Maria’s unconditional understanding and love. 
Although the mid-winter weather was in full force as she 
insisted on walking out to wave us goodbye, spring, the 
season of renewal and hope, had arrived for me.

The Jewish Holocaust Centre has over 1,300 video testimonies as 
well as over 200 audio testimonies in its collection. These provide 
eyewitness accounts of the horrors of the Holocaust, as well as 
glimpses into the vibrancy of pre-war Jewish life in Europe. The 
collection is widely used by researchers and students of oral 
history, the Holocaust and a variety of other disciplines.

If you would like to give your testimony or know of someone who 
is interested in giving a testimony, contact Phillip Maisel. 

Phone: (03) 9528 1985 or email: testimonies@jhc.org.au

Phillip Maisel Testimonies Project
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Members of the Albanian community at the launch of the ‘Besa: A Code of Honour’ exhibition 
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Taking care of the other: 
Muslims saving Jews
Jayne Josem

Let me tell you a story, but first a question: Have 
you ever in your life had to make a snap decision 
under duress? It is a moment that can live with 
you forever. It is a moment that can define you. 

We often wonder ‘what would I do?’ if certain things 
happened. We hope we would do the right thing, but we 
never know unless it is tested. When you make a split 
second decision – before your brain has been able to 
analyse, rationalise, scrutinise – your actions go to the 
core of your being, and your true values are revealed.

The exhibition held at the Jewish Holocaust Centre 
earlier this year titled Besa: A Code of Honour, focused 
on Muslim Albanians who rescued Jews during the 
Holocaust. It forced us to consider the question: What 
would you do if someone knocked on your door in 
desperate need of help? And what if helping that person 
endangered you and your family?

In the exhibition we learnt about Ali Sheqer Pashkaj 
who owned a general store in the town of Pukë, Albania. 
During the Second World War, Albania was occupied 
first by the Italians and, from 1943, by Nazi Germany. 
Some time after the Nazi takeover, a German transport 
passed through Pukë with 19 Albanian prisoners their 
captors were taking for forced labour, as well as a Jew 
whom they were planning to execute. Ali thought quickly 
and decided to treat the Germans to some Albanian 
hospitality; he plied them with food and alcohol. While 
they were getting drunk, he decided to sneak a note to 
the Jew, instructing him to flee into the woods and to 
go to a designated place. Ali promised he would find 
him later and help him. When the German soldiers 
discovered that the Jew had fled, they suspected that 
Ali was involved and took him into the village where 
they interrogated him. They put a gun to his head four 
times, and each time he denied any involvement. The 
Nazis threatened to burn down the whole village. Ali, 

however, continued to deny any involvement. The Nazis 
eventually gave up and left. Once it was safe, Ali kept his 
promise, went to the forest and found the Jew, Yeoshua 
Baruchowic, and hid him in his home until the end of the 
war. In the Besa exhibition, Ali’s son Enver is pictured, 
hand over his chest, sitting proudly. When asked why his 
father risked his life to save a stranger he answered, ‘My 
father was a devout Muslim. He believed that to save one 
life is to enter paradise.’

Museums are places where people go to make sense 
of the world. Yet when we enter the dark world of the 
Holocaust through the doors of a museum, there is 
little opportunity to make sense of it. There are so 
many questions that cannot be answered. How could it 
have happened? Why didn’t people stop it happening? 
How could so many millions have been hunted down, 
brutalised, starved, imprisoned, enslaved, shot into pits 
and, most incomprehensible of all, gassed en masse in 
death factories? All of this in so-called ‘civilised nations’, 
whatever that means. 

Every single day we fail to satisfy the needs of our 
visitors who come trying to make sense of the Holocaust. 
But another question to ask is: How was it possible, in the 
midst of this moral collapse in Europe, that some people 
possessed the rare courage to stand up and help Jews? 
Why were some people so upstanding, so righteous? And 
even more incredible, given the current media portrayal 
about Muslims and Jews, how was it possible that 
Muslims were protecting Jews from the Nazis? Some of 
the answers can be found in the Besa exhibition.

When photographer Norman Gershman heard that 
Muslims had saved Jews in Albania, he too made a snap 
decision. In his own words: ‘Muslims who saved Jews? 
I must record this forgotten event with my camera and 
tell the story.’ Gershman, a secular Jew and a student 
of Sufism, a mystical movement within Islam, saw an 



opportunity to change people’s perceptions of Islam. He 
visited Albania many times over a six-year period and 
spent time with the rescuers. Gershman’s photographs 
demonstrate his sincere emotional connection to them. 
They are heartfelt, loving portraits, often showing 
children of the rescuers holding precious photos of their 
parents.

Gershman was to discover that Albania was the only 
country in Europe that had more Jews at the end of the 
war than at the beginning – from 200 at the beginning 
to around 2,000 at the end. What made this possible? 
Albania has a long history of 
being invaded and occupied, 
yet Albanians remain tolerant 
of religious and ethnic 
difference. The reason is 
because they live by the 
Kanun, a set of customary 
laws that has been handed 
down for generations, 
regulating their conduct 
and helping them survive 
years of persecution. Its 
underlying moral code is 
called Besa, which translates 
as ‘to keep the promise’. In 
practice it comes down to 
the notion that Albanians 
treat foreigners as guests 
and they promise to treat 
their guests better than 
they treat their own family 
members. This code grew 
out of Muslim beliefs derived 
from the Quran. To quote 
one of the rescuers, Mehmet 
Yshref Frasheri: ‘We lived the 
Quran’s teaching to take care 
of the other.’ While another, Beqir Qoqja, says: ‘I have 
always been a devout Muslim. I did nothing special. All 
Jews are our brothers.’ But perhaps the most powerful 
statement comes from Merushe Kadiu, who remembers 
that ‘those years were fearful, but friendship overcame 
all fear. My father said that the Germans would have to 
kill his family before we would let them kill our Jewish 
guests.’ Hiding Jews was not just done at an individual 
level. The Albanian authorities refused to hand over 
lists of Jews to the 
Nazis and even the 
police were aware of 
locals hiding Jews but 
turned a blind eye. To 
date, 69 Albanians, 
mostly Muslim, have 
been recognised by 
the State of Israel as 
‘Righteous Among the 
Nations’. 

In an excellent film 
documenting Norman 
Gershman’s quest, 
titled Besa: the 
Promise, he says that 
a hidden history is 
meaningless. The flipside of this, which is proving to be 
correct, is that an exposed history can have an impact. 
Gershman partnered with the Yad Vashem Holocaust 
Museum in Israel to create this travelling photographic 
exhibition which has been touring the globe since 2007. 

The Jewish Holocaust Centre in Melbourne was keen to 
host the exhibition because we believed it to be vital that 
as many people as possible should become aware of this 
moving but little-known story so that we can do our part 
in challenging contemporary stereotypes about Muslims 
based on their negative portrayal in the media. 

In my research I came across a UK initiative with which 
Gershman and Besa are associated called ‘Missing 
Pages’, a campaign that highlights the history of good 
relations between Muslims and Jews and is attempting 

to build bridges between the 
two faith groups. Its website 
explores the commonalities 
of the Jewish and Islamic 
faiths and demonstrates 
passages in the Quran 
instructing followers to 
respect Jews. It is interesting 
that the quote most often 
associated with the Righteous 
Among the Nations translates 
to ‘Whosoever saves a single 
life, saves an entire universe’. 
(Mishnah, Sanhedrin 4:5) 
There is a similar line in the 
Quran: ‘If any one slew a 
person... it would be as if he 
slew the whole humanity: 
and if any one saved a life, it 
would be as if he saved the 
whole humanity.’ 

Along these lines, the Jewish 
Holocaust Centre held an 
engaging interfaith panel 

discussion with Rabbi Fred Morgan (former Senior Rabbi, 
Temple Beth Israel), Rufiath Yousuff (Board Member of 
the Jewish Christian Muslim Association of Australia) and 
Barney Zwartz (Senior Fellow with the Centre for Public 
Christianity.) In terms of building bridges between faiths, 
Yousuff said it basically comes down to interpersonal 
relations. ‘Are we seeing the other as the other or as one 

and the same?’ What is 
clear is that in Albania 
in the 1940s the 
Muslims saw the Jews 
as one and the same, 
as humans made of the 
same flesh and blood 
and not as some ‘other’ 
that can be ignored, 
turned away and left 
to die.

If you are interested in 
further stories about 
the Righteous Among 
the Nations, over 100 
are featured on the 

Yad Vashem website at http://www.yadvashem.org/yv/en/
righteous/stories/index.asp

Jayne Josem is Jewish Holocaust Centre Curator and 
Head of Collections.
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Albanian Australian Islamic Society 
president, Vahid Goga, speaking at the 

launch of ‘Besa: A Code of Honour’.

Judge Rauf Soulio gave the keynote 
address at the launch of  

‘Besa: A Code of Honour’
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25 April 2015 marked the hundredth year anniversary 
of the landings at ANZAC Cove on the Gallipoli 
Peninsula. As a Monash University student, I was 
lucky enough to travel to this old battleground in the 
winter of 2013 and conduct research on the Jewish 
experience of the campaign. 

The Jewish experience of the First World War 
is an important aspect of our understanding 
of Jewish life prior to the Holocaust, so when 
I was given the opportunity to continue 

my work here at the Jewish Holocaust Centre, I 
jumped at the chance. The archives of the Centre and 
interviews with community members reveal many 
items that relate to the experience of Jewish soldiers 
from Austria and Germany, and reveal much about 
how they engaged with both the War and Central 
European society before the Nazis came to power. 
They show a broad range of experiences, from 
frontline soldiers to military lawyers, to industrialists 
supplying the armies.

Some of the rarest artefacts relate to the life of 
Herman Mankiewicz, a German-Jewish industrialist 
from Hamburg. His collection includes the prestigious 
Merit Cross for War Aid, 
instituted in 1916 and awarded 
in 1917 for ‘contributions 
and help in the war effort’ 
with thanks from the Central 
Office of Army Procurement 
in Berlin (image a). His factory 
in Hamburg, the Discount 
Company Corporation, was 
a major contributor to the 
German Army’s supply chain 
of rations and materials. In 
1934, Herman, along with his 
brother and fellow company 
director Julius, was awarded 
the Honour Cross of the World 
War (image b). This medal was 
inaugurated by President Paul 
von Hindenberg as an, albeit 
delayed, commemoration of 
the sacrifice the German people 
made to the old Imperial state. 
Herman was one of many 
Jewish businessmen willing to 
support the Imperial German 
state. Businesses such as 
these however drew the ire 
of antisemites, as Jews were 
deemed to be profiting from the war.

The bulk of the information gathered relates to the 
experience of Jews who fought in the army. Among the 
most detailed documents I found was an army record 
book belonging to Kurt Hirschel, a young Jew from Berlin 

(image c). His enlistment 
date in No. 3 Company of 
the Graf von Nollendorf 
Grenadier Regiment shows 
3 August 1914, the day 
Germany declared war 
on France. The book also 
contains records of Kurt’s 
time spent in military 
hospitals. It appears he was 
interned at a field hospital 
in Jarny, north-east France, 
in March 1916 before again 
being wounded or taken ill 
in June. Despite his wounds, 
his army discharge notice 
form December 1918 bears 
testament to the fact that 
he survived the entire war, 
from the first day to the last. 

For many soldiers, however, 
there would be no recovery 

once they made it to an aid station. Max Blumenthal, a 
friend of Herman Czerniejewer (father of Peter Cherny, 
whom I interviewed for this project) died in hospital 
a few days after being wounded in France. His ‘death 

card’, retained by Herman, 
reads ‘in death a cherished, 
faithful friend and good 
partner snatched away from 
us all, whose memory will be 
unforgettable. Let him in the 
earth be light!’ Max’s card is 
a reminder that of the 100,000 
German Jews who served in 
the army, some 12,000 were 
killed. The records of Max and 
Kurt bear testimony to both the 
savagery of the war and the 
sacrifice in blood the Jewish 
communities made in its name.

Judging by the number of 
medals awarded to the soldiers 
whose records I found, Jewish 
soldiers also fought with great 
distinction. Among the rarest 
medal was an Iron Cross 
First Class awarded to Oscar 
Leschnitzer, a Jew from Silesia. 
Issued as it was to around 
only 200,000 men, it marked 
out Leschnitzer as a capable 

and brave combatant. Leschntizer survived the entire 
war, his military passport telling us he joined up in 1915 
and served in many of the most important sectors of the 
Western Front, including the Battle of Passendale in 1917, 
one of the greatest battles of the war. 
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The Jewish experience of the 
First World War
James Carr

Image A: Merit Cross  
for War Aid, awarded to  

Herman Mankiewicz

Image B: Honour Cross of 
the World War, awarded to 

Herman Mankiewicz

Image C: German Army Record  
book for Kurt Hirschel
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However, these experiences were not unique to German 
Jewry, as soldiers of all ethnicities and from all armies 
were killed, wounded and rewarded with medals. To 
find a uniquely Jewish experience of the First World 
War, we may look to the interviews I conducted. Sue 
Copolov, whose father Richard Tandler fought along the 
Italian Front with the Austrians, told me that she thought 
Richard ‘felt more Austrian than Jew. He had a lot of 
non-Jewish friends before the war and that ‘there was no 
problem [with being Jewish] during the war.’ Indeed, Mrs 
Copolov showed a photograph of Richard celebrating 
Christmas with his comrades (image D). 

Another interesting story relating to Jewish identity is 
that of Herman Czerniejewer. Peter Cherny told me that 
his family saw themselves as ‘very German’, and that this 
attitude was typical of many Western European Jews. He 
also stated that while Herman was ‘not very religious’, 
he still observed some of the Jewish traditions. It is this 

observance that probably explains his possession of a 
prayer book issued by the German Army. Inscribed ‘Field 
Prayer Book for the Jewish Man of the German Army’, it 
contains both German and Hebrew text. This duality of 
language in the prayer book represents the social role 
played by Jewish soldiers at this time: both German and 
Jewish; fighting loyally and ably for the German nation, 
while at the same time representing the Jewish people 
and their integration into European societies. 

The question remains how accurately these documents 
and artefacts represent the overall experience of German 
Jews during and after the First World War. I would argue 
that in the stories of the above men and women, we 
see a deep commitment to the German state and war 
effort both on the frontline and the home front. However, 
what is not shown in my research is the disintegration 
of this militaristic enthusiasm as the war dragged on, 
particularly following the army census of 1916, when the 
number of Jews serving in the forces was counted to 
appease antisemitic powerbrokers in the German military 
establishment. This event caused a moral crisis among 
Jewish-German soldiers and served to turn Jews both 
against the war and German society itself. (Evidence of 
this can be found, for example, in Amos Elon’s The Pity 
of it All: A Portrait of German Jews 1743-1933 and David 

Fine’s Jewish Integration in the German Army in the First 
World War.) 

The promotions and medals dealt out to the 
Jews researched here point to a German military 
establishment that was ready to accept Jews into its 
hierarchies. Overall Jewish participation in the war was 
not necessarily marked by antisemitism. Tragically, 
however, wholehearted support for the German state 
would count for little following the Treaty of Versailles 
(1919) and the ensuing political turmoil that the German 
nation endured for the next 25 years. Military service, no 
matter how distinguished, mattered little to the Nazis’ 
view of the Jews as a sub-human race that needed to be 
obliterated from society. 

For Herman Mankiewicz, his business that was so 
appreciated during the First World War began losing 
custom when the Nazis came to power in 1933. A letter 
dated 29 June 1933 from the Reich Credit Society 
Corporation informs him that ‘on the basis of the law 

for the Restoration of the Professional Civil 
Service Act of 7 April 1933, we are committed 
to the denunciation of our service relationship 
on 30 June 1933. We thank you sincerely on 
this occasion for the services rendered to us 
and wish you all the best for the future.’ As a 
Jewish business owner, Herman would have 
felt the effects of Nazi persecution very early 
on. However, the cordial nature of the letter 
suggests that the client company may have 
wished him no ill will based on antisemitism, 
but was simply forced to obey the new laws 
introduced by the Nazis. 

Peter Cherny’s grandfather-in-law, Robert 
Mahler, a veteran of the Italian Font with the 
Austrian Army, was from a Jewish family that 
was not strictly observant. Following the war 
he established a business and, by the 1930s, he 
owned several factories. However, this did not 
prevent him from being a target for the Gestapo 
following the annexation of Austria in 1938. 
Instead of allowing himself to be captured, 
Robert committed suicide in his apartment. His 
family was sent to the Dachau concentration 

camp but thankfully were released.

While such tragedies were terrifyingly common during 
the years of the Nazi regime, I also found evidence of 
solidarity among Jewish ex-servicemen in the face 
of such adversity. On display in the Jewish Holocaust 
Centre’s museum is a badge belonging to a certain 
Robert Donath from 1934 denoting membership in 
the Reichsbund jüdischer Frontsoldaten (RjF), an 
association established in 1919 for Jewish returned 
servicemen. At its peak it had 30,000 members before 
eventually being outlawed and disbanded by the Nazis. 
The original Reich Association of Jews was established 
in 1933 as an umbrella organisation to co-ordinate 
welfare programs and assist with immigration, before 
eventually being taken over by the Nazi bureaucracy 
in 1939. Such artefacts make it clear that in the face 
of Nazi authoritarianism, Jews were still able to 
organise and support their community of returned and 
wounded soldiers, even after the new German state had 
abandoned them.

James Carr completed an internship at the Jewish 
Holocaust Centre in 2014 as part of his undergraduate 
degree in Holocaust and Genocide Studies at Monash 
University. He is currently completing his honours year in 
history at Monash.

Image D: Richard Tandler celebrating Christmas
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II do not believe that Holocaust survivors think of 
themselves as famous, exceptionally remarkable or 
more important than others, but when you are in 
the presence of someone who has been through so 

much, you cannot help but feel that you are standing 
near a superhero. That is how I felt when I first walked 
into the Jewish Holocaust Centre (JHC) and this feeling 
has not faded. I first learnt about the Holocaust in 
movies, then books and later more personal stories, 
such as testimonies. All these 
experiences have had a lasting 
impact on me.

Five years ago I visited the JHC 
on a Year 11 literature excursion, 
after we had studied Night by 
Elie Wiesel. During this visit, 
one survivor said that ‘hate is a 
deadly disease, more deadly than 
terminal cancer,’ and another’s 
story brought me to tears. Both 
left an indelible impression.

When the opportunity came to 
study the Holocaust further and 
to undertake an internship at the 
Centre, I thought it would be a 
gloomy semester because it is 
impossible not to feel the pain 
of those about whom you are 
learning. However, I also thought 
that it would be an opportunity 
of a lifetime and one that future generations will never 
experience.

I have spent many hours in lectures, tutorials and at 
home studying the Holocaust and learning about the 
horrific narrative. Some things are shocking and hard to 
read, some are interesting and prompt curiosity, while 
others evoke admiration for the ability of humanity to 
endure in the presence of evil. There are many things 
to be learnt, many questions to be asked and much 
to be felt. It is a troubling journey and there are many 
moments when you have to push yourself to keep going.

When I began my placement at Centre, I did not know 
what to expect. However, what I experienced in my first 

hour blew me out of the water. Curator Jayne Josem 
handed me a box of documents and the first document 
was a passport which belonged to a Jewish man who 
had fled Austria in 1939 to seek refuge in Shanghai, 
China. The first thing I noticed was the big red ‘J’ 
stamped on the front page. This was one of my most 
memorable experiences at the Centre. In class I had 
read that all Jews had to have this stamp to distinguish 
them from non-Jews and to make it easier for countries 
to reject them. I had marvelled at this concept in class, 
but seeing it in real life was a completely different 
experience. It showed me that a piece of history, 
something that I learnt as having been a thing of the 
past, was sitting in my hands. It made the tragedy that 
much more real. After this, I looked at everything from a 
different perspective.

The JHC did not feel gloomy as I had expected. It 
represented, rather, a spirited effort to keep history 
alive, employing those most passionate and close to the 
subject. Although the Holocaust is horrific to study, the 
Centre teaches it in a meaningful way that honours all 
those who experienced it.

On a personal note, being at the Centre has taught me 
something about myself. Although it is rather distant, I 
have an Aboriginal heritage. My ancestor was taken from 
his family as a baby and therefore had no memory of his 
family, his culture, his history or anything to do with his 
identity. It has always been hard for me to understand 
what this means, as well as to explain to others the 
history of my heritage, because there is not a lot to know 

about my ancestors’ Aboriginal 
identity. I believe that the history 
of Australian indigenous peoples 
is tragically similar to that of 
European Jews, and my time at 
the Centre has helped me see my 
own identity a little more clearly. 
Even though I do not have strong 
ties to my Aboriginal background, 
I choose to acknowledge that it 
is a part of my history and my 
experience at the Centre has 
encouraged me to accept this 
history and not to be afraid to tell 
the world about it.

Studying the Holocaust reminds 
me that though people do not 
live forever and memories fade, 
there is still living proof of history 
today. I am my own evidence, as 
is my father and my grandfather. 
History lives on through people 

so that it is never really in the past, and we must ensure 
that our memories and stories are passed on. To me, 
that is why being a part of the work of the Jewish 
Holocaust Centre has been such an amazing experience 
about which I know I will one day tell my children and 
grandchildren. It is keeping the story alive that enables 
us to honor those who have suffered and to prevent such 
tragedies from recurring. 

Jessica Rodaughan is a student at Monash University. 
She was the first recipient of the ‘Jewish Holocaust Centre 
Wilson Family Scholarship in Memory of William Cooper’ 
for indigenous students, available at Monash and Deakin 
Universities. Nick Yates is a member of the Wilson family.

Reflections 
of a Jewish 
Holocaust 
Centre intern
Jessica Rodaughan

Jessica Rodaughan and Nick Yates
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The Jewish Holocaust Centre (JHC) has enjoyed a 
partnership with the Austrian Service Abroad since 
2008. This organisation gives young men (and women 
occasionally) the opportunity to work as volunteers in 
museums around the world as an alternative to mandatory 
army service. Traditionally, the young Austrian men who 
come to the JHC stay for one year, helping wherever 
they can and experiencing first-hand the contribution 
to Holocaust education of the precious survivors of the 
Holocaust.

When my compulsory assessment for military 
service was due, I began to think about how I 
would like to spend the next period of my life. 
I could have joined the army for six months, 

become involved with a charity service for nine months, 
or applied for what is termed ‘memorial service’, which 
would take me a full year. It did not take me long to decide 
that I would like to do something which I deemed to be 
meaningful and I opted for ‘memorial service’, joining the 
Austrian Service Abroad.

After approximately three years of volunteering with the 
Austrian Service Abroad, I began working as an Austrian 
Intern at the JHC on 1 August 2014. I was welcomed 
warmly by everyone and given more than ample time to 
acclimatise myself, not only to the cool Melbourne winter 
but also to the Jewish community, which was a completely 
new environment for me. I spent my first weeks visiting 
the different departments of the Centre, participating in 
guided tours and the education program and getting to 
know the survivors. I was also sent to visit other Jewish 
organisations and places of interest in Melbourne.

Throughout my year at the JHC I worked with nearly 
every department. I also conducted interviews with our 
Holocaust survivors to compile brief summaries of their 
life stories, which was quite a hard task! These were 
displayed at our 30th year anniversary exhibition Facing 
the Past, and a number of the texts ended up being used 
on new bookmarks. Judging by the excellent feedback of 
visitors, the exhibition was a very successful venture.

I also helped to prepare for the BESA The Promise 
exhibition, set up in the Centre’s downstairs auditorium. 
This presented more of a physical challenge than the 
previous exhibition, as the panels for the exhibition were 
already prepared. These panels also had to be moved 
frequently when big school groups arrived and the 

auditorium was needed for an education program, proving 
to be an organisational nightmare until the fortuitous 
discovery of wheeled trolleys that had been housed in the 
museum all along.

To enable access to our new audio-visual system, I 
created easy-to-read manuals for the audio-consoles 
and computers in the auditoria and the boardroom. I 
helped at various events with technical assistance and 
event photography, including the annual Shmuel and 
Betty Rosenkranz Annual Oration, the education course 
graduation ceremony, the Kristallnacht commemoration, 
the Child Survivor Claims Conference function, the launch 
of both exhibitions, the monthly JHC social clubs and film 
clubs and, of course, the special birthday celebrations of 
our Holocaust survivors.

Especially interesting was to work behind the scenes at 
the annual Yom Hashoah communal commemoration held 
at Monash University’s Robert Blackwood Hall. Together 
with other colleagues, I was responsible for ensuring a 
seamless procedure, moving masses of students, speakers 
and other presenters through the backstage area, all while 
having the stressed voice of the organiser, alternating 
between satisfaction and utter desperation, in my ear! I 
gained valuable insight into the organisation behind such 
a big event, as well as being afforded a glimpse into the 
scope of the Jewish community in Melbourne.

During my internship, I translated letters and documents 
for the Archives department, evaluated and catalogued 
books for the library and changed more light bulbs than 
at any other time in my life! I spent time in the main 
office, attending the phone, receiving donations and 
arranging school bookings. I participated in the huge, 
always unexpected mail-outs that kept the whole office 
team engaged for half-day undertakings, all of these 
activities under the ever-watchful eye of my supervisor, 
the irreplaceable Rae Silverstein, who was always happy 
to keep me occupied.

In retrospect, it is hard to believe that I have been at 
the JHC for a full year. Time flew by, while I enjoyed the 
privilege of experiencing the tremendously valuable work 
of the staff at the JHC and, even more so, of the Holocaust 
survivors, all contributing to make the Centre a hub of 
the Jewish community and a bastion in the ongoing fight 
against racism and prejudice.

One year at 
the Jewish 
Holocaust Centre: 
reflections of an 
Austrian intern
Maximilian Gartner

Maximilian Gartner
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Different from any other work of fiction written 
thus far by an Australian Jewish writer is this 
three-volume epic novel by Hungarian-born 
Melbourne author, Catherine Hoffmann, a trilogy 

that tells of the transformation of Central Europe from 
the breakdown of the once-illustrious cosmopolitan and 
cultured Austro-Hungarian Empire from before the First 
World War, through its buffeting by an array of political 
forces in the inter-war years and capitulation to the 
fascistic terror of the Second World War, to the Hungarian 
uprising against Communist Russia in 1956.

Although the work contains a diverse cast of players, at 
its core are three very different distinctive individuals, 
bonded by ineradicable ties of friendship through 
personal, family and national adversities that beset them.

Central to this trio is Lia Mendez, daughter of Anna, a 
pious woman of one-time Sephardi Jews tending towards 
Kabbalistic Judaism, and Gustav, at once an observant 
but also more worldly Jew. Moved by a spiritually of her 
own, Lia, on looking beyond herself, asks early on, ‘Do I 
want to live for myself or for the Universe?’ and embarks 
further on a personal spiritual quest, her very spirituality 
proving to be her undoing. For, upon being challenged 
by a friend to delve more deeply into the Bible, she turns 
also to Christian texts, which lead her to an infatuation 
with the Biblical Jesus and conversion, with immediate 
devastating consequences for her family and her place in 
her community of Sopron - notwithstanding that, within 
herself, she never strays from her self-identification as a 
Jewess.

Into her childhood enters a young boy, Frederic (Fritz), 
of aristocratic German parentage settled in Hungary, 
whose father, Julius Heiman-Hohenau, has scorned 
class and privilege for socialism and shed the Hohenau. 
An instant dedicated friendship firms between Lia and 

Frederic, which, in later years, augurs to many around 
them as being destined for each other. And yet, as 
they mature to adulthood, so different are they from 
one another. Frederic, as if from another universe, is a 
socially convivial man, a pragmatist and a non-believer 
committed to neither faith nor ideology, life for him 
being a pursuit of adventure and travel and a quest for 
enjoyment of the moment.

Enter Rudi Wolf, innately good, religious, humble and 
mild-mannered, a lamed-vavnik of a man, introduced to 
Lia – his only love, though never declared – by Frederic 
himself. Frederic immediately recognises his own 
loss of Lia as soon as he perceives his friends’ swift 
mutual attraction in their sustained shaking of hands; 
that encounter leading in time to marriage, despite 
Lia’s converted status, and the birth of a child, but with 
Frederic remaining to both of them a friend constant in 
soul. 

The times are the 1930s proceeding steadily and ever 
more menacingly towards the 1940s as from Germany 
across the border come mounting rumblings and then 
the reality of war beginning to disrupt and overwhelm 
Europe more catastrophically. In its wake, Hungary 
becomes replete with competing ideologies: reactionary, 
nationalist, socialist, communist, radical, rightist, social 
democrat, liberal, neutral and increasingly pro-Nazi and 
anti-Nazi – as well as Zionist among its Jews, coupled 
with scepticism, denial, rationalisations, misplaced 
trust in the Allies, paralysis and confusion, baptism 
and delusory blindness in a situation of insidiously 
approaching terror, where café life and picnics still 
occupy a number, even as anti-Jewish laws, Hungarian 
antisemitic acts, Hungarian kowtowing to Nazi demands, 
direct Nazi brutality, killings, arrests, round-ups and 
deportations have been set in train.

BOOK REVIEW

The Lia Mendez Trilogy
By Catherine Hoffmann

Reviewed by Serge Liberman OAM
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Upon Rudi’s enrolment as a patriot into the Hungarian 
Army and assigned to the east, from which he is never 
to return, presumed killed in a military rout, Frederic 
conceals Lia, along with her circle and other Jews, in a 
cellar in one of his inherited estates. Then, when they are 
traced, rounded up by the Nazis and sent to the collection 
place, he makes his own way there and, on reaching 
it, by pulling his aristocratic weight and handing to the 
guards two bags of money gained from the sale of his 
property, he secures their release, being himself arrested 
for assisting Jews and deported to Mauthausen. Seizing 
opportunity, he escapes and returns to the cellar where 
Lia is, by this time, broken by guilt, the surrounding 
human excretory stench, and the death of her child and a 
sister during carpet bombing of the city by the would-be 
liberating allies.

From hereon, with Lia being restored, she and Frederic 
remain together – bringing to reality their destiny as 
foretold by the would-be early oracles, but no happy 
ending is this.

True, Hungary is liberated by the Russians, but at 
the price of the country’s transition from one form of 
despotism to another as Communism takes hold, ridden 
by purges and assassinations at high levels and tyranny 

over the populace, culminating in the 1956 uprising by 
the people.

Frederic and Lia survive, coming soberly to recognise 
that emigration is their sole viable option, Australia 
decided upon as their destination.

This review is, of necessity for reasons of limited space, 
but a skeletal frame of a saga of grand eventful flowing 
narrative of self-searching, identity, values to live by 
in a world turned evil, of loss of self and recovery, 
abandonment and reunion, oppression and altruism, 
peopled by a score of closely interwoven authentic 
characters, all of this fortified by breadth of historical, 
political and Judaic learning and driven by richly 
eloquent and imaginative evocative prose.

Books 1 and 2 are available as e-books from Amazon.com. 
The books can be purchased from Indra Publishing by 
contacting ian@indrabooks.com. 

Serge Liberman is a retired Melbourne medical 
practitioner, author of six collections of stories, editor 
and compiler of The Bibliography of Australasian Judaica 
1788-2008. He was awarded the Medal of the Order 
of Australia (OAM) for his contribution to Australian 
literature as an author, historian and scholar.

The official launch of Hannah Miska’s book So weit wie 
möglich weg von hier (As far away as possible: from 
Europe to Melbourne – Holocaust survivors tell their 
stories) took place at the State offices of Sachsen-Anhalt 
in Berlin in May 2015. The event was sponsored by the 
Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe Foundation 
and the German State of Sachsen-Anhalt. Sadly, Mr. Hans-
Dietrich Genscher, former German Foreign Minister, was 
unable to speak due to illness. It is he who was invited 
and, without hesitation, agreed to write the foreword to 
the book.

The evening, which was attended by 200 people, 
commenced with addresses by Dr Michael Schneider, 
Minister of the State of Sachsen-Anhalt, and Mr 
Neumärker, Director of the Memorial Foundation. Hannah 
Miska then spoke of her special and unforgettable ties with 
the staff and survivors at Melbourne’s Jewish Holocaust 
Centre – the inspiration for her book.

The formal addresses were followed by a reading of the 
chapter in the book about Kitia Altman. Gesine Cukrowski, 
a professional actress, read Kitia’s words and Hannah 
Miska read the explanatory text, the softer voice of the 
actress bringing the emotions and feelings of Kitia to 
life, while Hannah’s slower and deliberate reading style 
describing the changing scenes in Kitia’s story with clarity. 

Following the moving reading, Hannah showed the 
audience a series of photographs of Kitia and her family 
and friends, concluding with a photo of Kitia with a glass 

of brandy in her hand! When Hannah lived in Melbourne 
and had regular Friday afternoon conversations with 
Kitia, they would always end with Kitia raising her glass 
and saying ‘l’chaim.’ Hannah concluded the evening by 
extending a l’chaim to the audience on behalf of Kitia 
and all the survivors who feature in the book. The long 
and loud applause expressed the deserved appreciation 
of her valuable contribution to keeping the stories of the 
Holocaust survivors alive. 

To date the book is only available in German from Amazon 
Germany at www.amazon.de.

As far away as possible: Hannah Miska’s 
stories of Melbourne Holocaust survivors 
launched in Germany
Paula Bär

(l-r) Hannah Miska, Dr Michael Schneider and Gesine Cukrowski,  
with Kitia Altman OAM in background photo
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Mir zeinen do: reflections on the Adult 
March of the Living
Ian Gelbart

This is the only corner of the world where 
extermination camps could exist.’ These are 
the words from the Leon Uris novel, Mila 18. 
The ‘corner’ is Poland, the birthplace of my 

late Holocaust survivor parents, the site of the camps 
in which they suffered, where they lost most of their 
families and endured antisemitism before the war. They 
insisted they would never return and instructed me and 
my sister, Ada, to avoid going there.

Reluctantly my wife Rita (whose Polish-born parents 
were Holocaust survivors) and I considered joining Ada 
and her husband Ed (whose father was also a Polish-born 
Holocaust survivor), for the 2015 Adult March of The 
Living (AMOTL) program, and the 70th commemoration of 
the liberation of Auschwitz.

After much soul searching we realised that to go as a 
family and confront places and issues we had previously 
avoided might be an opportunity we should not miss, 
but once we decided to go, I was still anxious and 
apprehensive. However, I was also resigned to discover 
how the experience would evolve.

The AMOTL International group comprised about 70 
people, of whom 28 were Australians and the remainder 
Americans and Canadians. When we met there was 
an immediate bond. We had come to witness and pay 
homage and everyone was aware of the significance of 
our trip. There was expectation and apprehension. How 
would we cope with what we were about to see?

The experience was beyond our expectations. The seven-
day Polish itinerary was full and every part significant. 
The days began early and often extended to late at night, 
and were filled with new revelations, wonderment, grief, 
understanding and incomprehension, pain, solemnity 
and heartache, but there were uplifting moments as 
well. Tears were shed, Kaddish recited, candles lit and 
stones left to memorialise. The tears and pain were often 
personal, but just as often shared with other members of 
the group. 

The guides (educators) were amazingly knowledgeable, 
sensitive and empathetic. We were often taken to the 
depths of despair and then brought back to solace, and 
sometimes even laughter. We hung on our guide’s every 
word as he took us through each day. 

The comfortable buses on which we spent considerable 
time were like cocoons, where we learnt and gave each 
other comfort. The hotels and kosher food were excellent. 
We had security 24/7 and extra guides, and Renny 
our MOTL Australia representative saw that all went 
according to schedule. Organisationally, everything was 
perfect. 

We began in Krakow and toured Auschwitz/Birkenau, 
standing beneath the iconic ‘Arbeit Macht Frei’ sign and 
visiting the heartbreaking site where the ‘selections’ were 
made. We paid homage at many more sites, including 
the partially destroyed crematoria where both my 
mother’s and father’s families were probably murdered. 

We marched solemnly with 12,000 MOTL participants 
and took part in the ceremony to commemorate the 
March of the Living, and visited Lodz, Warsaw and the 
grisly Majdanek death camp near Lublin, where we were 
numbed more by the site than the cold.

In Warsaw we visited the ghetto, the Mila 18 memorial, 
the Umschlagplatz and the new POLIN Museum of the 
History of Polish Jews. We also prayed in the synagogue 
packed with youth and witnessed Holocaust survivors 
being called to the Torah while wearing their tallitot over 
their MOTL jackets. It was a very powerful moment. It 
was here that I again wondered why our God of mercy 
had not saved so many of His people. I recited the 
Kaddish prayer for my murdered family: it would have 
been their wish, because they were Jews. 

We then boarded chartered El Al jumbo jets for Israel. 
This ‘debrief’ or ‘going home’ part of the mission is 
essential, and we visited many significant and relevant 
sites. We arrived in Israel on the eve of Yom Hazikaron, 
Remembrance Day for Israel’s fallen, and took part in the 
sombre commemorations that are held throughout the 
land. We visited the Mount Herzl military cemetery and 
Yad Vashem. The Yom Ha’Atzmaut, Independence Day, 
celebrations and the march through the Lions’ Gate into 
the Old City of Jerusalem and then to the Western Wall 
was an especially jubilant event. Our program culminated 
in an emotional farewell dinner.

Our parents taught us that our people never gave up. 
They always said ‘ein breirah’ – there is no alternative, 
we must go on. And then there is the Yiddish Song of the 
Partisans that begins with ‘Zog nit keynmol as du gayst 
dem letzten veg’ (‘never say that this is the end of the 
road’) and ends with ‘mir zaynen do’ (‘we are here’).

I do not regret that this tour could not answer all our 
questions. Quite the contrary, I know that Ada, Ed, Rita 
and I are satisfied that we came to witness, learn and to 
say on behalf of our families that did not survive - that 
‘mir zaynen do’.

Ian Gelbart was a participant in the March of the Living 
program in April 2015.

(l-r) Ian and Rita Gelbart, Ada and Ed Gurgiel
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March of the Living (MOTL). As soon as 
people hear those four words, connotations 
are immediately made with words like 
‘depressing’, ‘cold’, ‘boring’, ‘bleak’, 

‘Auschwitz’ and so on. These words build expectations, 
build a picture of what MOTL participants can expect 
from the journey. But the truth is, no matter what you 
expect when you begin the trip, you are guaranteed to 
come out the other end surprised. Nothing can prepare 
you for it, and that’s all right. Just get ready for two of the 
craziest, most powerful, emotional and altogether unique 
weeks of your life.

When the Australian Student March of the Living group 
touched down at Frederic Chopin Airport in Warsaw 
after an exhausting, 36+ hour journey, it was full speed 
ahead from the moment the wheels 
hit the tarmac. From small villages 
to synagogues, to cemeteries, mass 
graves and extermination camps, the 
group truly was given the opportunity 
to look in-depth at the history of 
European Jewry, in good times and 
bad. It was at times harrowing and at 
times joyful but, throughout the week, a 
window was opened on the dark history 
of our nation, and simultaneously 
exposed the lighter side people so 
seldom acknowledge. 

The March itself was a unifying element 
that allowed participants to walk en 
masse with 10,000 others, all connected 
by an amazing shared history and 
tradition. It was a Yom Hashoah like 
no other, and was commemorated 
beautifully at a memorable ceremony 
at Birkenau extermination camp.

Something that I found incredibly 
meaningful about the ceremony 
at Birkenau was the fact that 
we, 10,000 Jews, were singing 
Hatikvah and reciting the mourner’s 
kaddish in a place where any sort 
of expression of Judaism was 
previously prohibited. 70 years ago, 
the 10,000 of us would no longer be 
alive after that simple expression of 
our religion, but that wasn’t the case. 
We are alive, we did walk back out through the gates 
of Auschwitz-Birkenau and we are stronger for it. 

Holly Lipman, MOTL participant

Having a Holocaust survivor on the trip is something that 
not one member of the group took for granted. Richard 
Haber, a Polish-Hungarian survivor, lit up the group with 
his never-faltering enthusiasm and energy, and by the 
end of the week in Poland became a quintessential part 
of our MOTL family. For us, he represented a powerful, 
positive force from which we could draw extraordinary 

wisdom, but also support through dark times. His story 
touched all of us individually, and many have taken 
elements of his boundless knowledge and resilient 
attitude and implemented them into life after the trip.

At the end of that first week, our minds had been opened 
to the past, but we were ready to look to the future. For 
after all, March of the Living is far from being just about 
Poland and the sinister history of the Jews of Europe. 
The Jewish people have lived on, and one inescapably 
prominent symbol of our survival is Eretz Yisrael: the 
Land of Israel. 

And so, brimming with excitement, the group boarded 
the plane to the Holy Land, some for the very first time. 
The challenge for staff and organisers was: how do you 

experience an entire country in just one 
week? What do you include, and what 
could you possibly leave out?

And yet, the timing of this journey 
was impeccable. Centered around 
Yom Hazikaron and Yom Ha’atzmaut, 
we were able to experience the 
commemoration and celebration of 
two extremely significant days in Israeli 
society. The former was unexpectedly 
heavy, and gave us an introduction 
to the horrific, complicated history 
of war in Israel and the Middle East. 
We would later experience more 
incredible opportunities that allowed 
us to begin to form an understanding 
and opinion of this conflict, including 
hearing personal accounts that are so 
much more meaningful than statistics. 
Seamlessly, the day gave way to 
night, and as soon as the sun set, the 
festivities began. 

Sixty-seven years after the creation 
of Israel as a state, its citizens have 
seen both good and bad times. And 
yet, once a year, all of Israel comes 
together and the sense of joy that 
engulfs the streets is indescribable. In 
some ways, those two events were a 
microcosm of our whole trip. 

As we came to realise, March of the 
Living centres around a fundamentally 

important message: the history of Judaism has been far 
from smooth sailing, but it is our responsibility not only 
to remember our past, but to celebrate in the present and 
look to the future. Richard’s position sums it up perfectly: 
we refuse to lie down and submit to our hardships. We 
will live on, and we will flourish. Am Yisrael Chai – the 
People of Israel lives! 

Gabriel Janny and Holly Lipman are Year 11 students at 
Emmanuel School in Sydney. They participated in the 
March of the Living Student Program in April 2015.

Student March of the Living: two crazy, 
powerful and emotional weeks
Gabriel Janny & Holly Lipman

Holly Lipman (l) with her twin sister Grace  
at Birkenau

Gabriel Janny (centre) with fellow students  
at Birkenau
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Michael Gawenda

The monthly meeting of the Jewish Holocaust 
Centre (JHC) Social Club continues to be a 
highlight for Holocaust survivors, volunteers and 
guides, and their friends. We have continued to 

have a range of stimulating speakers who generate many 
questions and lively discussion.

Michael Gawenda, one of Australia’s best-known 
journalists, has had a career in journalism spanning four 
decades as a political reporter, foreign correspondent 
based in London and Washington, columnist, feature 
writer and editor. The author of two books and the 
recipient of numerous journalism awards, including 

three Walkley awards, he gave a 
stimulating address on ‘Being a 
Jewish Journalist’.

Catherine Lewis, founder of 
Wild Dingo Press, spoke about 
her work and the books she has 
published. Wild Dingo Press is 
committed to publishing the 
stories of individuals who are 
disenfranchised or dispossessed. 
She highlighted the publication 
of The Rugmaker of Mazr-e-
Sharif, which traces an Afghan 
refugee’s extraordinary journey 

from his early life as a shepherd boy in the mountains, to 
his capture by the Taliban, to incarceration in an Australian 
detention centre and finally to freedom.

Our next speaker, Father Bob Maguire, is a Catholic priest 
with a long history in Melbourne as a pioneer in working 

for disadvantaged members of 
the community, people he terms 
the ‘unlovely and unloved’. The 
founder of Open Family in 1978, 
the Emerald Hill Mission in 1989 
and his latest venture, The Fr Bob 
Maguire Foundation in 2003, Fr 
Maguire entertained us with his 
stories of ‘An Angel in Disguise’.

Coincidentally our next three 
presenters are all named Sam: 
Sam Moshinsky OAM, Sam 
Lipski AM, and Sam Tatarka. 

Sam Moshinsky gave us a 
fascinating insight into ‘Jewish 
Shanghai’. Born there in 1934, 
he lived there until he arrived in 
Australia in 1951 at the age of 
17. He described his experiences 
growing up in Shanghai during 
an eventful period of history, 
which he has documented in 
his autobiography Goodbye 
Shanghai.

Sam Lipski, a distinguished 
journalist, commentator, analyst 
and member of many community 

and cultural boards, is currently CEO of the Pratt 
Foundation. Meeting Jews who had been persecuted in 
the former Soviet Union inspired him to write about their 
struggle and, together with Sydney academic Suzanne 
Rutland, has recently published Let My People Go, a book 
which draws on primary and secondary sources to tell the 
story of the ‘refuseniks’. His fascinating address was titled 
‘The Drama of Soviet Jewry’.

Sam Tatarka, a barrister by 
profession, has been active in 
numerous Jewish community 
organisations in Melbourne for 
many years and is currently 
president of the Zionist Council 
of Victoria, a roof body of 52 
communal Jewish organisations 
that consider Israel and Zionism 
central to their activities. He 
spoke to us about the contentious 
BDS organisation, generating 
many questions and comments 
from the audience.

We regularly have between some 40 to 60 people 
attend our functions. Members of the community are 
always welcome to attend for bagels and coffee, and for 
stimulating and lively discussion. We meet monthly on 
Thursday mornings at the Jewish Holocaust Centre.

For further information about the JHC Social Club, please 
contact Barbara Sacks via the JHC on 9528 1985.

Father Bob Maguire

Sam Lipski AM

Sam Moshinsky OAM

Sam Tatarka

JHC Social Club Barbara Sacks



T he Friends of the Jewish Holocaust Centre 
(JHC) organisation continues to support many 
of the Centre’s activities through hosting social 
and educational functions. In May we had a 

tremendous response to our viewing of the movie 
Woman In Gold, a remarkable and true story of one 
woman’s journey to reclaim her heritage and seek justice 
for past crimes. The story of the legal battle to restore 
Klimt’s famous painting of Adele Bloch-Bauer to its 
rightful heirs resonated with many of our supporters. 

As the shofar of Rosh Hashanah brings in a New Year 
– a time of renewal and reflection – we are planning to 
launch a membership drive to help us to continue to 
support the Centre and its many important programs. 
Recent support has included funding for photographic 

equipment to assist the Archives Department with the 
digitisation and cataloguing of museum artefacts, and a 
significant financial contribution towards the purchase of 
a new server for the Centre’s computer system.

We are planning some exciting functions for the 
future and welcome new members to assist us in our 
endeavours.

On behalf of the Friends of the JHC, I would like to wish 
everyone a very happy and healthy New Year and well 
over the Fast..

FRIENDS

Friends of  
the Jewish  
Holocaust  
Centre
Goldie Birch
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Gustav Klimt, Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I 

The Friends of the Jewish Holocaust Centre plays an 
important role in providing financial support to the Centre 
through membership subscriptions, raffle book sales, 
sales of the Entertainment Book and social fundraising 
functions.

On presentation of their membership card, Friends of the 
Jewish Holocaust Centre are entitled to 10% discount at 
selected retail stores in Melbourne, as well as a range of 
discounted services or member benefits when traveling 
outside of Melbourne.

To become a Friend of the Jewish Holocaust Centre, 
simply download and complete the form from  
www.jhc.org.au/friends-of-the-jhc.html 

For further information contact Goldie Birch  
on (03) 9528 1985 or email: goldiegb@bigpond.net.au

Become a Friend of the Jewish Holocaust Centre. 
Support the activities of the Centre. 



(l-r) Avram Goldberg OAM, Tuvia Lipson, Wolf Deane, David Prince, Asya Deane and Jack Fogel

Jack Fogel and his family (l-r) Anatie Livnat, Jack Fogel  
and Lisa Phillips

Tuvia Lipson and his family
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Holocaust survivors receive Medals of the 
Order of Australia (OAM)

Mazal tov to Jack Fogel and Tuvia Lipson 

The Jewish Holocaust Centre (JHC) is delighted to welcome two new members to our 90th Birthday Club. We congratulate long-
time volunteers Jack Fogel and Tuvia Lipson who have worked tirelessly for the Centre over many years.

We wish them all mazal tov!

Eva Slonim OAM

Photo: The Age

Sarah Saaroni OAMWilly Lermer OAM

Willy Lermer, Sarah Saaroni and Eva Slonim were awarded 
OAMs in the Queen’s Birthday Awards announced in 
June. Willy’s award was for ‘service to the community, 
particularly through the Jewish Holocaust Centre (JHC).’ 
He has been a volunteer guide at the Centre since 1994 
and Board member for many years. Sarah, whose award 
was for ‘service to the community, particularly through the 

promotion of tolerance and diversity’, has been a guide 
at the Centre since 1999, as well as a volunteer guide for 
B’nai Brith’s Courage to Care program. Eva’s award was for 
‘service to the community through Jewish cultural groups’. 
She has been a volunteer and benefactor of the JHC for 
many years and, like Sarah, volunteers for Courage to Care. 

We wish Willy, Sarah and Eva a hearty mazal tov!
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Some poems of Ellina Zipman
Bystanders 2

While hidden in the trees

I watched them stand

My body and my limbs are part of 
leafage 

a runaway from death

a child of six, 

I lived, while others died

to pass a message

They stood and watched

the murder taking place

the human cattle

being moved to slaughter

with eyes empty

sympathy or hate devoid 

they followed condemned 

to their rotter

They stood and watched

along the road’s edge

as horror film 

was being thus unfolded

a fence of people-watchers

primate’s hedge

observing characters in a movie

being scolded

And when surreal drama 

reached its end

with road empty 

shots and shouts loud

with river painted red 

and trees so sad

to their families

returned they disavowed

No Ghosts 

It was an ordinary street

How could it have been a ghetto

No sign of Jewish presence

Anywhere

Familiar food is served in restaurants

Not kosher

A familiar alley

From a childhood gone

The friends warned 

Not to come 

Better be forgotten

Erased

Like they erased us

From their reality

Not a trace of

Mezuzas

Shules

Heders

Torahs

But the hope lingers

Nameless

They took their names away
and gave them numbers
engraved
a parcel’s stamp
a person gone
displayed them on the shelves
in bunks
in thousands
and covered with only skin and bone

by numbers branded
girls and ladies
of colors striped
of hair, teeth, the lot
tattoos applied to gentle breasts of 
virgins
to baby’s arm, his closes and the cot 
 
tattooed ids
on those who were men
enslaved in chains
and made to work the road
to burn the flesh of those who were 
them
identified by numbers
and forgotten

Retold

Your story is my story

I will carry it

pass it on

preserve it

retell it to others

it will become their story

Your story is their story

their heritage

ancestry

their past

to be handled with care

taught to others

to become my story

to become yours

Coincidence

I was stuck in the rain 

to talk to a Holocaust survivor

I did not know she was a survivor

Just an old lady

Red painted nails

Tired eyes

Looking at me with interest

‘It is amazing you have great-
grandchildren.

You don’t look like a great-
grandmother’

‘It is amazing I am still alive.

I am 89. I spent three years

In concentration camp’

Ellina Zipman is an internationally 
published writer and translator. 
Born in Tashkent, she has lived in 
Melbourne since 1989. She won third 
prize in Monash University’s Russian 
Writers Competition for her story 
‘Airports’ and her poems have been 
published in the 2012 anthology, 28 
People Write.



(l-r) Henryk Kranz, Anita Kaminski  
and Moshe Fiszman

(l-r) Kim Richwol, Tibor Farkas, Suzy Katz and Clara Weis(l-r) Warren Fineberg, Gary Peer, Nina Peer and Avram Goldberg OAM

SEEN AROUND THE CENTRE
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Barney Zwartz, Rufiath Youssuf and Rabbi Fred Morgan -  
panellists at special screening of ‘Besa - The Promise’

(l-r) David Marlow, Warren Fineberg, Negba Weiss-Dolev, the Hon Nick Staikos MP, the Hon Lizzie Blandthorn MP, the Hon Margaret Fitzherbert 
MLC, the Hon David Southwick MP, the Hon Ros Spence MP, the Hon Vicki Ward MP, the Hon Khalil Eideh MP, the Hon Geoff Howard MP,  

the Hon Josh Bull MP, Pauline Rockman OAM and Anat Aloni



John Singleton and Debbie Boock

Deborah Herzog and Charlise Berhang
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(l-r) Warren Fineberg, Carol Gordon  
and Maria Curtis

(-r) Kris Samuels, Stephanie Heller, Rachelle Better, Anita Kaminski, Annetta Able, Daphne Carmi and Moshe Fiszman

(l-r) Eve Frenkel-Singh, Phillip Maisel OAM,  
Floris Kalman, Rose Freilich and Bep Gomperts

Members of the Albanian community with Warren Fineberg (c)



Irene Capek (nee Lavecka), born in Czechoslovakia, was 
incarcerated in the concentration camp Theresienstadt 
during the Second World War. Almost all of Irene and 
her husband’s families were murdered. Irene, her 

husband and young son, John, migrated to Australia in 
1949. Another son and daughter were born in Australia. Life 
was difficult for migrants and in the early years the Capeks 
worked in low-paid manual labour. 

As a result of these experiences Irene devoted herself to 
serving the community and helping those less fortunate 
than her. In 1973 she became a Member of the Order 
of the British Empire (MBE) for her work in assisting 
migrants. From 1975 Irene served in the 
Community Services Centre Migrant 
Advisory Bureau in the Premier’s 
Department when the Hon Rupert 
Hamer MP was Premier of Victoria. 
She was a Caulfield councillor, and 
served on numerous state and federal 
government committees to help 
older, isolated and disadvantaged 
people. Councillor Russel McKinnon 
commented: ‘Irene Capek brought to 
the council a distinctive view point and 
fighting spirit.’

In our Collection we have a letter 
Irene Capek wrote in February 1996, 
which included some memories of 
Terezin (Theresienstadt) from 1941 
to 1945, and in which she offers her 
personal experiences of ‘the model 
ghetto’… in the heart of Europe’. She begins by describing 
the conditions: ‘This ancient fortress housed over 70,000 
inmates and transport to unknown destinations was a 
constant fear we lived with. The majority lived on food 
rations just enough to keep us from starving. The old army 
barracks, fitted with bunks, were freezing in winter and too 
hot in summer.’

Irene arrived in Terezin in 1942, aged 17, and her job there 
was to care for boys up to the age 15 in a former school. 
She writes that ‘the children were given all the love we 
could give.’ There were lesson times, but they also played 
sport and had music lessons. She mentions that one of her 
‘boys’ played the lead part in the now well-known children’s 
opera ‘Brundibar’ when it was performed in Terezin.

A significant memory for Irene surrounds the creation 
of a choir by Raffael Schachter, a Czech conductor, who 
found and restored an old piano and then formed a choir of 
200 inmates, featuring top class soloists from a variety of 
European countries. They performed the works of a variety 
of different composers, including Dvorak and Mozart, and 
their final performance was of Verdi’s ‘Requiem’. Irene 
recalls, ‘I sang in all these as a choir member. In cold drab 
halls, with only one instrument, without any props or 
costumes for the soloists. Dressed as we were. I never 
afterwards enjoyed music more...’

Terezin was initially established as a ghetto but then 
became a ‘model camp’ for propaganda purposes – a place 
for the Nazis to bring outsiders to give a false impression 
of conditions in Nazi camps. Many prominent Jews had 
been sent there, so the prisoners including many talented 
performers. So, despite being a camp, there were musical 
performances, theatre shows, poetry recitals, lecture 
evenings, debating circles and violin concertos. 

Irene’s letter reveals the paradox of this situation. She 
writes: ‘There were many sides to Terezin, seen from the 
angle of old people, sick people, helpless people, terror 

of transports, no hygiene, threat of the 
“small fortress Terezin” which meant 
mostly death, lice, cockroaches, scare 
propaganda and Gestapo presence, 
and never full stomachs... and yet, in 
this atmosphere the highest endeavour 
of human talents was achieved. To me 
it will always be a MIRACLE... GIVING 
witness to the creativity of men under 
inhuman conditions.

Irene felt enriched forever and thanked 
those in known or unknown graves 
for their creativity and, above all, their 
valour. In the letter Irene quotes the 
famous French actress Simone Signoret, 
herself an inmate of Terezin who said: 
‘Everything I have become, every friend I 

have made, every value I learned, stems from those years. I 
draw on them for everything I do.’

After the war Irene married a concert pianist and their love 
of music was passed on to their children. Their daughter 
Anne is a singer, music therapist and performer, while their 
son John Capek   is a successful songwriter and music 
producer, as well as a composer of film soundtracks. Irene 
felt that their children suffered as children of Holocaust 
survivors, that they heard too much. During a visit to 
Bergen Belsen, John had a sudden realisation: ‘What 
talents, what strength and what genius was buried here, 
what remarkable thoughts were still floating in the ether 
above the mounds – musicians, physicists, teachers, 
philosophers, craftsmen, my uncles, aunts, grandparents, 
cousins, my entire heritage was here.’ He decided then and 
there to draw from that strength and walk out with his head 
held high, his purpose defined and his attitude positive. 
‘There is unfinished business to do, music to compose, 
philosophies to philosophise, buildings to erect, children to 
raise and happiness to pursue once more.’

Jayne Josem is Curator and Head of Collections at the 
Jewish Holocaust Centre. Ann Kabillo is a volunteer at the 
Centre.
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STORIES FROM THE COLLECTION

Irene Capek BA, MBE
Jayne Josem & Ann Kabillo

 Irene Capek MBE
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The following are new additions to the Centre’s collection 
from January to June 2015:

1 Lead cast ring used as the prototype of the ring given 
 to Oskar Schindler, made by the Jewish workers at his 
 factory in Brunnlitz, to thank him for saving their lives. 
 The cast was made in the 1940s by Jozef Gross, father 
 of the donor.

 Donor: Louis Gross

2 Etching of abstract figures by David Tzur, Israeli artist 
 and Holocaust survivor (born Peter Stein, Hungary, 
 1930).

 Donor: Natalie Ross

3 Collection of documents relating to the estate of the 
 deceased couple including letters, certificates, school 
 reports, passports and postcards etc.

 Donors: Leopold and Debora Wozassek

4 From the last extermination, a publication of the  
 Central Committee of Liberated Jews in Bavaria (US 
 Zone), published in 1946.

 Donor: John Sandler

5 Passport of Hildegard Sara Herzberg issued 9 February 
 1939, found in London by the donor’s brother-in-law.

 Donor: Stephen Morris

6 Copies of a series of Holocaust-related paintings by 
 Alfred Glück. The originals are at Yad Vashem, Israel.

 Donor: Eva Suss

7 Mother’s day card from Debora Herzog to her mother, 
 dated 8 May 1944, when both mother and daughter 
 were in Bergen Belsen Concentration Camp.

 Donor: Debora Herzog

8 Wooden pestle, a series of 15 small photographs of 
 Shanghai, a family photo album and a series of 
 documents relating to Kathe Lobs, aunt of donor.

 Donor: Peter and Bette Pulver

The Jewish Holocaust 
Centre (JHC) collection 
is a vital repository of 
Holocaust-era material. 
Artefacts and documents 
are carefully catalogued 
and stored in a state-of-the-
art temperature-controlled 
facility to ensure their 
preservation for future 
generations. The JHC invites 
members of the public who 
have precious items relating 
to the Holocaust to consider 
donating them to our 
collection for safekeeping.

New acquisitions
Claude Fromm

COLLECTIONS

Holocaust-related paintings  
by Alfred Glück

(l-r) Genia, John and Abraham 
Sandler, Poland, 1946

The Jewish Holocaust Centre Foundation ensures the 
continued existence of the Centre and supports its important 
work. Funds raised through the Foundation are invested, with 
the earnings providing an ongoing source of income for the 
Centre to support its operations and programs into the future.

For more information on how you can help support the 
Foundation and how your support will be recognised, please 
contact Helen Mahemoff, Chair of the Foundation  
on 0417 323 595  or  Email: jhcfoundation@bigpond.com.

Become a Partner in Remembrance
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Irene (Raizel Charne) Rotszein was born in Warsaw 
in 1918, the youngest of seven children. Three of her 
brothers died in the 1918-20 Spanish flu pandemic. Her 
father, Abram, ran a successful commercial trading 
business and they lived in a large apartment.

In an atmosphere of growing antisemitism, where Jewish 
shops were boycotted and Numerus Clausus restrictions 
were placed on Jewish student admissions to Polish 
universities, Irene completed the baccalaureate and was 
accepted to the faculty of medicine at the University of 
Paris.

Though diminutive in stature, she was extremely 
courageous. On Polish Constitution Day, when students 
rampaged through the streets with sticks crying ‘beat the 
Jews’, 17-year-old Irene stepped 
forward saying ‘I am a Jew, beat 
me’ – but they did not touch this 
blond, green-eyed girl.

Irene commenced her studies 
in Paris in 1938, but when the 
Second World War broke out, 
she deferred her medical course 
and completed a short nursing 
course. When Germany invaded 
France in 1940, Irene joined the 
flight of humanity fleeing south, 
managing to evade detection 
when her train was stopped 
and searched for Jews. For 
three months she continued 
her dangerous journey on foot, 
finally arriving in Marseille. 

Soon, conditions for Jews 
in the south also became 
intolerable and Irene was sent 
to an internment camp, and 
later sought refuge at a Quaker 
colony where she remained 
until December 1943.  As the 
lives of Jews were increasingly 
under threat, she was taken in 
by the writer Colette Collier. She 
managed to avoid detection during a Gestapo search, 
and became Catholic Irene Rougier, a typist who sang in 
the church choir. This too was temporary, and she was 
spirited away to the central French Calvinist town of Dieu-
le-fit, where many Jews were given sanctuary. 

Irene and her brother Leon were the only survivors 
of their family. Irene followed Leon and his family to 
Melbourne where, in 1952, she met and married Ignacy 
Rozental, a civil engineer from Poland who had survived 
three concentration camps. With their only child, Paul, 
they created a home of love, filled with a Jewish spirit, 
learning and humour. 

With hard economic times the family spent eight years 
in Los Angeles, only to return to Melbourne. Irene loved 

people and, wherever she lived, those around her loved 
her intellect, generosity, inner strength and optimism. 
Life was difficult for her after her beloved Ignacy died, 
but she found solace and joy in her family. She passed 
away in July 2013.

***

We have all heard children of Holocaust survivors say 
that their parents rarely spoke about their wartime 
experiences, although the weight of the unspoken was 
always present. And so it was for Paul Rozental. While 
not much was said about their past, his parents did not 
deny the psychological and physical effects of their past.

Paul says that of all the organisations his parents 
supported, the Jewish Holocaust Centre (JHC) was the 

most important one to them. They 
loved receiving Centre News, 
attended JHC lectures and events 
and valued our work in Holocaust 
education. The Centre also served 
as a place where they could be 
with their community. For all these 
reasons, Irene wished to leave a 
lasting legacy on behalf of her late 
husband and herself through a 
bequest to the Centre.

Paul was instrumental in 
encouraging his parents to 
chronicle their stories in self-
published biographies (copies 
of which are available in the JHC 
library). Paul is passionate about 
Holocaust education and has 
regularly written to newspapers 
and magazines about the rise 
of antisemitism worldwide, as 
well as his concern that many of 
the younger generation do not 
understand the enormity of the 
Holocaust.

With this in mind, Paul approached 
the JHC with an idea that 

honoured his parents and addressed his concerns: a 
scholarship for tertiary students studying journalism 
to work at the JHC and be immersed in our education 
program. He felt that this would give recipients a firm 
understanding of the Holocaust and, through this, a more 
balanced outlook in their professional lives.

This is how ‘The Jewish Holocaust Centre Irene & Ignacy 
Rozental Journalism Internship’ at Monash and Deakin 
Universities came into being. Paul says his mother would 
be proud to know her legacy was contributing towards 
Holocaust education.

To receive information or discuss leaving a bequest 
please contact Reuben Zylberszpic on 9528 1985

Irene Rozental (nee Rotszein)

A son continues his mother’s legacy: 
contributing towards Holocaust education

BEQUESTS
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OBITUARY

Kurt Friedlaender: a real gentleman
Phillip Maisel OAM

Kurt Friedlaender was born in Berlin 
in 1924. When his father passed away 
in 1930, his mother was unable to 
support the family and Kurt and his 
brother Fritz were sent to a Jewish 
orphanage. In 1938, after his mother 
had passed away and Fritz had 
immigrated to South Africa, Kurt 
went to live with his aunt, sister Ilse 
and brother, Allan. 

Kurt was apprenticed to a Jewish printer and witnessed 
the aftermath of Kristallnacht as he cycled to work. As life 
became more difficult for Jews in Germany and the printer’s 
business was closed down, Kurt undertook a number of odd 
jobs and worked as a labourer.

In 1941 Kurt was sent to a camp outside Berlin where 
he worked as a farm labourer. Two years later, he was 
transported to Auschwitz, where he was selected for work 
at the sub-camp of Monowitz. In January 1945 he and his 
fellow prisoners were marched towards central Germany, 
arriving at Gross-Rosen camp three weeks later. Falling ill 
and unable to leave Gross-Rosen on foot with his colleagues 
probably saved his life, as he never saw any of them again. 

Instead he was transported to Dachau, where he was 
liberated in May 1945. Hospitalised there with tuberculosis, 
he was reunited with Fritz, who was serving in the South 
African Army in Italy. 

In 1946, Kurt moved to Munich where he began working, 
first for the Joint Distribution Committee – known as ‘The 
Joint’ – and later for the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society 
(HIAS), helping war refugees like himself to find permanent 
homes. It was there that he met his wife, Inge, and together 
with their son, Leo, they left Europe in 1950 to begin their 
new life in Australia. Their second son Charles was born in 
Brisbane.

Kurt was a volunteer in the Australian Jewish Genealogical 
Society (Victoria) for many years, and his work there was so 
valued that no one wanted him to retire! He also volunteered 
in the Testimonies Department of the Jewish Holocaust 
Centre (JHC) for 12 years. He was always punctual, loyal, 
decent and friendly, and we valued his computer and 
organisational skills. He came to the Centre once a week, 
never expected any reward and was always happy to go 
beyond the call of duty. He was a real mentsch and we miss 
him greatly.

Kurt Friedlaender

When I arrived for my first day of 
work at the Jewish Holocaust Centre 
(JHC), I was half way up the stairs 
when a voice said, ‘Excuse me, wait 
a moment.’ A very straight-faced 
gentleman standing behind me 
whispered, ‘The police came looking 
for you this morning, but I didn’t 
tell them when you were coming 
in.’ Sparkling mischievous eyes 

accompanied by a big cheeky grin beamed at me. This was 
my introduction to the JHC and to Lulek Bron.

Lulek was the ‘joker’ of the Centre, and could amuse you for 
hours with his stories. Students immediately bonded with 
him, listening to his story as one listens to a favourite uncle, 
with warmth and respect.

Lulek was a Galitzianer and proud of it, especially when 
others would pitch their own city’s virtues. Like other 
survivors, he had suffered unimaginable cruelty and 
humiliation through eight camps and the infamously named 
‘death march’. 

During a special Seder for Holocaust survivors, survivors 
spoke about pre-Holocaust and present-day Seders. With 
tears in his eyes, Lulek made the shortest statement of the 
evening. ‘I remember my family, I love my family and I bless 
the Poles who helped me. That’s all I have to say!’

Why do I remember this simple statement word for word? 
Why did tears come to my eyes when Lulek made it? 
Because when the ‘joker’ cries, you understand and feel the 
pain emanating from his heart and soul. 

Lulek was kind, gentle, friendly and outgoing. He had a 
successful plumbing business built on his outstanding 
skills and personal integrity, even helping many friends and 
survivors with their plumbing needs after retirement. His 
mantra was that if a fellow Jew needed help, he would be 
there. Lulek had a great love of Israel and was a long time 
Blue Box collector. 

What always shone through was Lulek’s love of Australia, a 
country that gave him refuge and security. Her greatest gift 
to him, however, was Mary, his ‘woman of valour’. When he 
spoke of Mary, Lulek’s whole demeanor would light up and 
there was no doubt that she was his rock, his centre.

Lulek also spoke proudly of his children’s achievements and 
the fact that they were well educated, something of great 
importance to a man who had not had the opportunity to 
have a high level of schooling.

What Lulek brought to all those at the Holocaust Centre, 
fellow-survivors, other volunteers, staff, teachers and 
students was joy in a place of horrific memories, a love of 
life and above all, humility. Lulek had no ego, just love. 

Bernard Korbman OAM is the former Executive Director of 
the Jewish Holocaust Centre.

Lulek Bron: a humble man who loved life
Bernard Korbman OAM

Lulek Bron
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Mazal Tov

Condolences

Births

Bar Mitzvah

Marriage

Birthdays

Engagements

To Gitta Steinfeld on the engagement of her  
grandson David Cohen to Claudia Chvaicer

To Susie and Gaby Nozick on the engagement of their 
great grandson Joseph Rogers to Kira Richards 

To Judy and Andrew Rogers on the engagement of their 
son Joseph Rogers to Kira Richards 

To Sala and Herschel Balter on the engagement of their 
granddaughter Aviva Schon to Daniel Freed

To Sonia Kempler on the marriage of her  
granddaughter Jessica Kempler to Daniel Fine

To David Prince on the marriage of his  
grandson Noam Kolt to Bat Sheva Sykes

To Beryl and Trevor Chitiz on the birth of their  
grandson Benjamin Varasso

To Melissa and Richard Michaels on the birth of their  
son Toby Michaels

To Avi Paluch on the birth of his  
granddaughter Amalia Paluch-Ben Zeev

To Tammy and Trevor Roth on the birth of their  
grandson Phoenix Jankie

To Sarah Saaroni OAM on the birth of her  
great granddaughter Isabel Saaroni

To Tamara Schneier on the birth of her  
grandson Leibi Yitzchak Schneier. 

To Rae and Mervyn Silverstein on the birth of their 
grandson Leo Silverstein

To Anatie Livnat on her 40th birthday

To Marian Majzner on her 70th birthday

To Jack Fogel on his 90th birthday

To David Prince on his 90th birthday

To Susie Aladjem on the death of  
her mother Hana Lewkowicz

To the family of Lulek Bron on his death

To the family of Suzanne Fabian on her death

To the family of Kurt Friedlaender on his death

To Lesley and Peter Gaspar on the death of their  
father and father-in-law Robert (Bob) Meyerowitz 

To Esther and Leon Koss on the death of their mother  
and mother-in-law Cesia Solewicz

To Eva and Stephen Layton on the death of their  
mother-in-law and mother Charlotte Layton

To Silvana Layton on the death of her  
mother-in-law Charlotte Layton

To Mary and Graham Slade on the death of their  
mother-in-law and mother Sophie Slade

To Carol and Bill Armener on the death of their  
son Jarrod Armener

In Memoriam

My parents Moshe Szyja & Masha Cykiert  
and siblings Adela, Mirla, Sulen Yizthok, Bluma,  

Bajla Miriam & Abraham Cykiert

Remembered by daughter, Tova Tauber 
children & grandchildren

To Susie and Gaby Nozick on the birth of their  
great grandson Finn Rogers

To Judy and Andrew Rogers on the birth of their  
grandson Finn Rogers

To Kathy and Les Janovic on birth of their  
grandson Ryder Janovic

To Ann and Yehuda Kabillo on birth of their  
granddaughter Amelie Kabillo

To Suzie and Stephen Kleid on birth of their 
granddaughter Tali Small

To Esther and Eric Krause on the birth of their 
granddaughter Amelie Kabillo

To Herschel and Sala Balter on the birth of their  
great grandson Benji Borowski 

To Debbie Boock and John Singleton on the birth of their 
grandson Adam Roizman

Births Cont.

To Asya and Wolf Deane on the bar mitzvah  
of their grandson Jeremy Deane

To Adele Pakula on the bat mitzvah  
of her granddaughter Amelia Page
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1198 Toorak Rd  
Camberwell Vic 3124

Telephone: (03) 9804 0888 
Facsimile: (03) 9804 0322
Website: www.morco.com.au

CHARTERED ACCOuNTANTS
Contact – Martin Artenstein
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STORES ALSO IN SYDNEY

FREECALL 1800 800 866 TO ORDER OR 
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Caulfield Junction, VIC  3161
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P.O. BOX  2474
Caulfield North, VIC  3161

Suite 3/115 Hawthorn Road 

MalinaFredman
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KATZ SILVER LAWYERS
Suite 1, 71 Kooyong Road,  
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yẗv ign rgshht  gy ©ts rgs ;hut  iybgnueẗs
our ©t huz ©t yẗv rg  /imgbgrd hs ixẗkagd

yguugy ©trgd 3600 /iaybgn
1885-1945 'xgsbgn ©tzẗe gs xgshyxhr ©t
ẗsrẗC iht k ©tduyrẗP iup kuxbẗe k ©trgbgd
iCgdgdxhur ©t yẗv (lhhreb ©trp iup ours)
iphut yeuegd yahb 'xgzhuu gahzgduyrẗP
yẗv rg /dburhdgr ihhz iup yẗCr ©tp

 yguugy ©trgd3000  /ohyhkP 
iup rhsb ©tnẗe 1913-1947 'uugkhxhe hhkẗehb
yẗv  s ©thryẗ rgb ©tzhyr ©tP iahxurxhhuu
guutbhdk ©ts ;rẗs  iup ishh hs  yrhpgdxhur ©t
.gbgrd rgs rgCht (xhm ©tb hs lrus yP ©tfr ©tp)ª
/ghrẗyhrgy rgyP ©tfr ©tp rgs iup

 /iaybgn 218 yguugy ©trgd
rgdhhz ©t hurp ©t 1882-1983  'hxgC ©tkr ©te
©t 'zhuv iht lhz hhC 'yhuCgdphut yẗv ihrgf ©tn
yẗv hz ifkguu iht rgnhm ignhhvgd
iut ghmhzẗPẗ rgs iup iybgd ©t iyk ©tv ©tCxhut
iht yehar ©tp rht ign yẗv ogs r ©tp /ishh
/yCgkgdrgCht yẗv hz  /eurCxbguu ©tr 'rgd ©tk

 /iaybgn 800  our ©t yguugy ©trgd

rg /sb ©tkdbg iut gbhyxgk ©tP ihhe xgzhuu yhn
ybzhuy igm yguugy ©trgd  our ©t huzt yẗv

/iaybgn
i ©t 1910-1992 ' ©tem ©tkPgP azsrẗzs
yẗv ghb ©tPa huu ogs lẗb /rjux rgahbghktyht
;hut ignubgd rg yẗv 'ghxhn rht idhumgdehrum
iut y ©tnẗkPhs iahb ©tPa ©t iup ghmebup hs lhz
hs um yrgvgd iCẗv xẗuu rgzhhv hs iht
gahshh hs ymgz ©tC rg yẗv 'rghb ©tPa
hhz yẗv iut rghb ©tPa huu ybgergbt 'xghkhn ©tp
gfkguu igdbubhUuu hs iht ykhhygdrgs ©tbup
yẗv rg /rghb ©tPa hs um yrgvgd rghrp icẗv
5200   our ©t yguugy ©trgdPẗ  our ©t huz ©t

/iaybgn
yẗv rgbhazht i ©t 1897-1957 'gd ©tkP kr ©te
©t r ©tp ahbgChukrgs ©t gbkhuu iht iCgdgdxhur ©t
yẗv iut gs ©tdhrC-xygCr ©t guuhyehp
iup ishh gyxf ©tuua  gn ©tx hs iChkegdxhut
/,uapb 300  our ©t yguugy ©trgd  /ẗygd rgbkhuu
rhmhpẗ hhmhkẗP '1891-1972  'rgdbhb ©trd kutP
hs ixhka ifẗb /igk ©td xe ©tx iup iẗyb ©te iht
izẗkgdfrus lẗb yẗv '.gbgrd gahr ©tmhhuua
grghhz iht gy ©ts hs ehsbrgsbg 'ohyhkP gahshh

/yfgrnut iahrẗyxhv ©t iyfhr ©tp
iahfhrd ogs iup yhhvbguubẗ rgs iht
hs iut 'xẗb ©trp ©ts xẗPn ©tkr ©tay 'rẗstx ©tCn ©t
hurp 'ihrgkgmbte-k©©trgbgd gahfhrd
iup gbhht zht gfkguu 'he ©trhyb ©tnhx ©tbhyxhre
/hehbẗk ©tx  yẗya rgs iht gyguugy ©trgd hs
yẗv 'xhr ©tyuC xhb ©th iup gsgr rgs iht
sucF iut rghus ©tC ihhz yehrsgdxhut  xhr ©tyuC
ifhhm ikgd ©t iẗygdbẗ yẗv rg  xẗuu 'ogs yhn
iup eursxhut  i ©t huu 'sus-idn ©t yhn
sucF iCgdgdPẗ our ©t huz ©t iut ygyhr ©tshkẗx
iht iguugd lhut zht xhr ©tyuC  /gbgnuegdnut hs

  /ghktryxhut  iht luz ©tC ihhz ;hut hgbshx

©t ighuC yguu hehbẗk ©tx yẗya gahfhrd hs
irg ©tC um ebgsbẗ iehbẗhkhn ehmbtuum iut ;bhp
xẗuu ogs r ©tp 'is ¦hh ybzhuy ehmpup iut ;bhp hs
ikẗz xhm ©tb hs z ©t 'yChukrgs iCẗv hhz
rgs iCdgdrgCht yẗv huz ©t /is ¦hh hs irhpxhur ©t
yẗya rgahfhrd rgs iup rgyxhhnrgdrhC
ydẗzgd yẗv rg 'xhr ©tyuC xhb ©th 'hehbẗk ©tx
zht gfkguu 'ghbẗngrgm rgs ,gaC
/iruCkgn iht rgybgm iCruj iht ignuegdrẗp
rgrgymbhp" ©t huu ybfhhmtC zht ye ©t rgs z ©t
ghbẗngrgm hs /gyfhagd rgs iht "ybgnẗn

 ignuegdrẗp zht

 /suCbgzhht van lrus ykgyagdbgntzum

  3 yhhz
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 ghb ©tPnẗe i ©tC-izhht gahzhumb ©trp hs
  /dbuehsgayb ©t ikẗm ©tC um oFxn zht 

ishh gahzhumb ©trp ikguu ' l ©tnPẗ ogs eb ©ts ©t 
zhC zht xẗuu 'ghxbgP rghhz ignue ©tC igbge

 /iguugd lgkdgn yahb ymht
gbgsha ©tp i ©tr ©tp igbgz l ©tnPẗ isgh iht huu

hs iẗ iChd rhn gfkguu iup 'iyebuP
'gbgyhkgd hs ,cuyk igbgz xẗuu 'gyxehyfhuu

 /ishh gahzhumb ©trp hs

sr ©tuhyx 'iskẗngd yẗv l ©tnPẗ ogs idguu
hs iyẗryr ©tp yẗv rgfkguu 'y ©tyabgzhht
zht ;gry ©tC rgs /dburhdgr rgb ©tehrgn ©t
'hs r ©tp dbuehsgayb ©t /r ©tkẗs iẗhkhn ehmfgz
yrhyrẗPxb ©try yẗv i ©tCbzhht hs gfkguu
hs um ghrẗyhrgy xfhhreb ©trp rgCht

/irgd ©tk ghm ©trybgmbẗe

  /rẗChCẗx iup irgn ©te z ©td hs iCẗrdgdPẗ
ohhC rgehrẗyxhv rgs 'db ©tkergCkhz sus
iCruj r ©tp yuyhyxbht ik ©tbẗhm ©tbrgybht
oau-sh iup rẗye ©tsgr  iut dbuarẗp
xẗs z ©t 'yrgkergs yẗv 'xghsuyx
ehyfhuu rghhz zht irgn ©te z ©td hs igbhpgdxhut

/dbuarẗp iCruj rgs iht
iup yrhbẗhmebup yẗv rgd ©tk rgrẗChCẗx rgs 
rgs lrus /1943 rgCẗyeẗ iut 1942 khrP ©t
yf ©trCgdnut iaybgn 250'000 igbgz yhhm
ixẗkagd rgd ©tk ogs iCẗv iayhhs hs /irẗuugd

 /1943 rgCẗyeẗ 14 iup sb ©tyaphut ifẗb

ogs  iht igdbuCẗrdPẗ gahdẗkẗgfr ©t
yegsyb ©t iCẗv 'rẗChCẗx 'rgd ©tk ogbgzguugd
hs /irgn ©te z ©td gahsrgrgyut hs
iht yrhpgd irguu gfkguu ' igdbuCẗrdxhut
iut  oau-sh  iup ghm ©tbhsrẗẗe rgs yhn ikhuP
iCruj r ©tp yuyhyxbht ik ©tbẗhm ©tbrgybht
rgybzhuy iut  2007 ybhz  iẗ ighhd dbuarẗp
'gyrhyxgr ©t hs iup isb ©tyabdgd gfgkbgzrgP
'lgkdbhrhut 'igdbhr  our ©t igngb xẗuu
ouprgP 'ohmpj gbhhke 'lgkgyhhe gbgskẗd'
yẗv xẗs 'igbhmhsgn  iut lgkgagkp

/oau-sh rgs iCgdgdgCht

 /iykgz ybtnrgs ign gfkguu rgygr-ishh
ohhC ymubgd yẗv ign gfkguu 'ignkhp gzẗr hs
kẗn gymgk xẗs ymubgd ign yẗv 'iz ©tdr ©tp
iup ehrC ©tp rgs eb ©ts ©t /rgCẗyeẗ 30 ogs
lhz iCẗv 'rhagd k ©tygn iygCr ©txhut

 /ishh 1200 yguugy ©trgd
zht xẗs /rẗh 70 iguugd yk ©t i ©ts zht r ©texẗ
gyfhagd rgs iht k ©tp rgehmbhht rgs iguugd
gyrhyxgr ©t kẗm gxhurd ©tz ©t iguu iCruj iup

/rgd ©tk iyhuy iup  irgehrum lhz igdbukgd zht
vFubj cuy ouh iyhn db ©tvbgn ©tzum iht
iup  xgyfhagd grgsb ©t rhn igbtnrgs
igngb /28 iup vnhar rgs iup /ishh iguugy ©tr
zsbut igbgz gfkguu igngb kẗm ©t xhur ©t rhn

 /yb ©te ©tCnut iguugd
1884-1983 'hkẗP ebgrp;iahkdbg iup ybgd ©t 

iahyhrC iht ygCr ©tgd yẗv xẗuu az ©tbẗhPa
gbhhz iup igzgdnut yẗv 'ihkrgC iht y ©tkuxbẗe

  xghkhn ©tp gahgPẗrhht-ahs ¦hh ydrẗz ©tC rgrhp

gfkguu " ©tn ©trẗb ©tP" dbuyhhm gahxur hs
r ©tub ©th 15  ogs y ©tv 'iruCkgn iht ybhhargs
'iaybgn idguu kehyr ©t i ©t lgkybpgr ©tp 2015
um hsF 'iCgk rghhz ykgyagdbhht iCẗv gfkguu
kehyr ©t xẗs /iCruj ogs ,gaC ishh iguugy ©tr
rhpbhhr ©t iht /"xrgksbha 28 iup vnhar" yxhhv
gfgkyg dbuyhhm hs ydbgrC kehyr ©t iup
yẗv ign gfkguu 'iC ©tdbẗ gahyxhy ©tyx

/y ©tyabgzgrgy iup ydbgrCgd
1944 rgCẗyeẗ iht z ©t 'iẗ izhhuu iybgnueẗs hs
lhhkd  'ishh 800 gyrhyxgr ©t gymgk hs igbgz
iẗk ©tag  i ©t rghrp lẗuu ©t  /irẗuugd yz ©tdr ©tp
'ighurp iguugd igbgz xẗs 'ighurp 300 yhn
rguuẗeẗre rgs iht ygCr ©tgd iCẗv gfkguu
zhC /ohkF gbgk ©tygn iygCr ©tumxhut ehrC ©tp
gk ©t hhz 'dgy 20 iChkCgd zht dbuthhrp ©tC rghhz
rẗyegrhs iup vnar rgs ;hut iguugd igbgz

/rgksbha r ©texẗ 'ehrC ©tp iup

2 yhhz
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2 (89)      db ©tdrẗh  rgyxehxhhrsbutbhhuum    2015         rgCngyPgx  /ghk ©tryxhut  'iruckgn

sbUuu gykhhvr ©tp yahb ©t 
"r ©th-hC ©tC" lẗb rẗh 71

rgs iht irẗuugd yb ©tetC zht xg /is ¦hh
hs yhn igagd zht xẗuu xẗs  'yhhefgkybpg
ybghhkgd iCẗv  izrgp gfgkyg /ishh rguughe
"hexurur ©tdb ©te" gPurd rgs iup rgshkdyhn

/i ©tnmr ©tuua ghb ©ty  iut uuẗnhsẗP hr ©tk
'rgehzun rgs 'uuẗeruC ©ta ©tx 'sbhhrp rghhz
kshp iphut yẗv ehzun iup rgrhazb ©tr ©t  iut
shk xẗs ehsuugrhr yehrsgdxhut
iut rgkupxeursbhht gn ©tx rgs /"ixẗrg ¦hP ©tP"
yẗv  ghbẗngrgm rgs iup ybgnẗn rgehsbrhr
rgs iup gbgChkCgdCgk hs yehrsgdxhut
igdbgrC yhn  ' ©temgsẗrẗd ©tbgkgh 'ghsgd ©try

 /r ©th hC ©tC iup srg yhn gz ©tuu ©t
r ©texẗ 'yhhkd ©tC iybgnẗn lx ©t iht iCẗv rht
ẗygd /uugd iup kehbhht xẗs 'i ©thrẗdgrd
lx ©t /ihz ©tf rgsb ©txegk ©t 'rgbhUuubhht
iybgnẗn gkgbẗhmẗng iut gehsbxhhrmr ©tv
hs ydgrpgd iCẗv rgsbhe iguu 'iguugd igbgz

gd ©trp:yẗv yrgpbggd  ?yhhvhhrp ybhhn xẗuu 
 /y ©tx ©tC ©tbhb  'y ©tr-vkhve iup ihrgrhp hs

gahgPẗrhht xẗs iyfhbr ©tp  iup dguu rgs
yẗv yruCgdrgshuu rht iut ouybshh
'sb ©tCr ©tp iup rgrhpbẗ rgs ifẗryagdrgybut

hs ©ter ©t 'shxẗbgd iahm ©tb iup ,ubCre iup
¦hC ©tC 'ẗebgauayuugh iup shk xẗs /huu ©tfkuC
rgmkgn gn ©taz (Thrcg iht) igdbuzd iCẗv 'r ©th

/uuẗehbazẗP ©tx hgdrgx iut
hs ' ©tuuẗeCuz ©tbgk 'iChragd yẗv yfhr ©tC ogs

 /i ©tneurs kgub ©tng 'yf ©tngd yẗv rgskhC

iup " ©tn ©trẗb ©tP" dbuyhhm  rgahxur rgs iht
iup yfhr ©tC ©t lgkybpgr ©tp zht 2014 rgCẗyeẗ
rẗh 71  igbgfhhmumPẗ  ghngs ©te ©t ẗygd rgs
hs /"r ©th hC ©tC" iup ghsgd ©try rgs lẗb
rgbruCkgn iht ignuegdrẗp zht ghngs ©te ©t
iup yfhr ©tC ©t ẗs igdbgrC rhn /rgybgm-iCruj
ogs iup  irẗy ©thmbht  /ghbẗngrgm rgs
rgs iguugd zht ybuuẗ  ikupxeursbhht
hs  iyhhrdum yhn /ytr-vkhve  rgbruCkgn
ahxur hs ignubr ©tp lhz iCẗv ghbẗngrgm
yrhzhbtdrẗ '"hexurur ©tdb ©te" ybduh gehsbsgr
iut hemgke ©ta ©tx 'ktrah iup jhka ogs lrus
hs /gbgyhkgd  iCruj hs iup sb ©tCr ©tp rgs
hs  iut is ¦hh  gehsbsgrahxur hs iup ghm ©tzhbtdrẗ
iup ygCr ©t  gahrgpga hs /kua ehybuz gahxur
iht  irẗuugd yrhpgd iguugd zht uuhyegkẗe ogs
hs iup krud  ogs ikgyarẗp um dbuyfhr rgs
yhheargsb ©t rghhz ehyhhmfhhkd iut ishh rguughe
yPhuv hs rẗb /iehrsumxhut hhz  igkyhn hs iut
/ybduh rgs iup khhybt rgs iguugd zht hhsht
kupxeursbhht rghhz lhz yẗv khhybt rghhz
iut .bgy gahnyhr iht yrhpgdbẗ 'igzgdbẗ
(ahxur iht) ehsbghhk /yfhk gehsbgbgrC
hC ©tC" iuuẗmghbzue iup luC ogs iup idumxhut
hs iup  ,usg i ©t iguugd zht rgfkguu '"r ©th
;hut ybghhkgd /ishh rguughe hs iup dbuxhagm
;hut ybghhkgd /rgyPt gkg lrus (ahxur)
/kua ehk ©thC rgs iup rgsbhe  hs iCẗv ahkdbg
yghuuẗx iht gngẗP hs ifgkybpgr ©tp yhn
  rguughe hs iup dbuyfhbr ©tp rgs idguu sb ©tkxur

/k ©tdgknut  -  iCruj ogs igbgehhkr ©tp
rgs iskẗngd yẗv  huz ©t /yPan rgdrgCbrhb

  /ẗhs ©tr rgahxur
ouka idge xbfgrCr ©tp hs ihhr ©t lhut yngb xg

     /yhhergfhz iut

yẗv ( ©tnus hs) ybgn ©thkr ©tP rgahxur rgs
ogs igbgehhkr ©tp xẗs Uuu '.gzgd ©t ignubgdbẗ
r ©tkẗs 8300 yhn irguu ypẗrya ©tC yguu iCruj
yk ©tp .gzgd ogs rgybut  /vxhpT yhn  rgsẗ

iup khhyrut ogs igbgehhkrtp xẗs  rgybur ©t
1 yhhz
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The Jewish Holocaust Centre presents

Exhibition 31 August – 1 November 2015
Jewish Holocaust Centre

15 Selwyn Street Elsternwick
www.jhc.org.au

About the exhibition

‘Jewish Refugees and Shanghai’ is a travelling exhibition created 
by the Shanghai Jewish Refugees Museum, featuring photos 
and text in English and Chinese, telling the story of the Jews 
who found a haven from Nazi persecution in an unlikely place: 
the city of Shanghai.

The exhibition informs us of the circumstances leading up to 
their escape from Europe and the challenges of life in Shanghai. 
It features numerous personal stories, including several stories 
of Melbourne Jews who lived in Shanghai during the war.

The Jewish Holocaust Centre has enhanced the exhibition with 
a display of artefacts from its collection, as well as items loaned 
from the community. These document the desperate attempts 
of Jews in Nazi Europe to find countries of refuge and the 
extraordinary experience of living in China during WW2.

The incredible WWII story of how approximately  
20,000 Jewish refugees fleeing Nazi-occupied Europe made  

a home and life for themselves in Shanghai.

Patrons:
Anita and Danny Selzer  

Elton & Fineberg Family

Ron & Sarah Tatarka & family 
together with Scott Winton 

Insurance Brokers

Friends:

Chinese Museum, Melbourne

Supporter:

Eva Light

Proudly supported by Glen Eira 
City Council


